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Abstract

The subject ofthe fust part ofthe work was the investigation ofhoth the I-V
characteristics and noise ofamOIphous silicon PIN and NIP diodes. Experiments have
been performed upon two integrated circuits: D545 and D697. Due to the popularity of
the amOIphous silicon solar een. the tbeory ofthe amorphous silicon diode has been, and
still is, the subject of many research. Although the theory of single crystal silicon is very
well-known and is described by simple expressions, the theory of amorphous silicon is far
more complex.

First the I-V characteristics have been investigated. Both for the PIN and NIP diode,
models have been developed. This modelling has been directed by the performed
measurements. Both for the PIN and NIP diodes, the so-called Space Charge Limited
Current effect has been observed. The measurements ofthe NIP diodes showed an
anomaly, which was more pronounced for the diodes ofIC D697 than for the diodes ofIC
D545. This effect has not been modelled.

Furthermore, the noise ofthe diodes has been investigated. This has been done by
considering the low- and high-frequency noise.
For the high frequency noise, the white noise predicted by the models that descrihe the N
characteristics ofthe diodes, has been compared to the high frequency noise
measurements. For low currents ( PIN < 10.5A, NIP < 10.7A ), measurements and models
coincided. For high currents ( PIN > 10.5A, NIP> 10.7A ), probably due to the fact that
the spectra were not yet flat at the highest measured frequencies, models and
measurements differed.
For the low frequency noise, the following relations have been found experimentally
between current and noise current spectral density :
PIN diodes
Currents < 10.8A: SI(f) oc e 1.6 < a < 2.0
Currents> 10.7A : SI(f) oc e 1.3 < a < 1.4

NIP diodes
Currents < 10.8A : SI(f) oc Ia 1.7 < a < 1.8

The second part ofthe task consisted ofthe development ofa computer-controlled
experimental set-up to perform and present I-V measurements. The goal was to create a
system in which both the performing ofa measurement was fIexible and an extension of
the program was easy.
To comply with the fust goa~ the program offers the possibility to choose between a
standard measurement and a user defined measurement. A standard measurements can be
performed on the following electronic components : diode, mos transistor and bipolar
transistor. A user defined measurement offers the user a large amount offreedom in how
to connect and hence measure a component. To meet with the second go~ a structure
has been created that allows many extensions within it.
The program also offers the possibility ofperfonning a stress measurement, an unique
feature for all software currently present at the EV group.
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1. Introduction

The work performed ean be divided into two correlated parts: 1) I-V characteristics
and noise ofamorphous silicon PIN and NIP diodes and 2) development ofa
computer-controlled experimental set-up to perform and present I-V measurements.

In section 2, the NIP and PIN diodes will be introduced. In section 3, a model will be
developed for the I-V characteristics in the dark ofthe PIN and NIP diodes. This
modelling will be directed by the performed measurements. In section 4, the noise
properties ofthe diodes will be investigated, where a distinction will be made between
the low frequency and the high frequency noise properties. The second part ofthe
work is presented in section 5. The following subjeets can be found in this section : the
structure ofthe body ofthe programs, the presentation ofthe plots and a userguide are
treated. Finally conclusions will be drawn in section 6.
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2. Structure of PIN and NIP diodes

In this section tbe NIP and PIN diodes wi11 be introduced. Due to the fact that the
manufacturer ofthe diodes was very reserved in supplying parameters ofthe process
of fabrication, only very few information about the diodes can be presented in this
section.

Amorpbous silicon was used to manufacture tbe diodes. Both tbe PIN and the NIP
diodes consist of heavily doped p+ and W layers, with in between a slightly doped N
region : the intrinsic region. Measurements have been performed upon two different
integrated circuits: D697 and D545. The lengths oftbe different regions ofthe
integrated circuits have been depicted in fig.!:

PIN

D697

D545

180A 82000 A 300A

180A 5700 A 2000 A

NIP

D697

D545

300A 11000 A 150 A

300A 11400 A 300A

Fig. 1 : Length of tbe N, land P regions of the diodes of I.C. D697 and D545

The diodes that have been used in the measurements cau be seen in table1. The PIXEL
diodes are very weU electrically isolated from the other diodes; the other diodes, which
are test diodes, have not been electricaUy isolated from each other equally well.
This table shows tbat the surface ofdiode PIN4 is equal to 72*400Jlm2

. This means
that it consists of72 diodes with a surface of400Jlm2

, which have been - to a certain
extent -electrically isolated.
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DIODE SURFACE

PINO 170*170Jlm2

PIN 1 4900Jlm2

PIN2 29000J..lm2

PIN3 72*400J..lm2

PIN4 72*400J.!m2

PIN PIXEL (13,14) 400Jlm2

PIN PIXEL (18,19) 400Jlm2

NIPO 170*170J..lm2

NIP I 4900J..lm2

NIP2 29000Jlm2

NIP PIXEL (13,15) 27000J.!m2

NIP PIXEL (18,20) 27000J.!m2

Table 1 : Contacts and surfaces of the diodes on the integrated circuits

The practical application ofthe diodes is as follows :
• PIN diode ~ switch
• NIP diode ~ solar eell
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3. I-V characteristics of PIN and NIP diodes

In this section the I-V characteristics ofthe PIN and NIP diodes will be the subject of
research. Though the I-V behaviour of amorphous silicon diodes has been investigated
thoroughly [2],[3],[4],[10],[11], closed expressions describing the I-V relation have
not been found : a computer is needed to process the basic expressions, which lead to
the I-V re1ation. There are two main reasons to develop a model describing the I-V
re1ation ofthe PIN- and NIP-diodes:

• the wish to avoid untractable expressions.
• the Jack ofinformation regarding the parameters that determine the behaviour ofthe

diode.

The performed measurements will direct this modeJling.

3.1 Voltage-current measurement set-up

The experimentaJ set-up for the I-V characterisation is depicted in fig.2.
D.U.T. stands for Device Under Test, in this case whether a PIN or a NIP diode.

D.U.T.

POWER

SUPPLY

Fig. 2 : Experimental set-up for voltage eurrent measurement

Voltages were applied from 0 to 2Y. The I-V curve will be presented as follows:
• linear V-axis, logarithmic I-axis

[I = av will become a straight line for all a > 0, where V and I are the
dimensionless voltage and current respectively ]

Using the I-V measurement, the dynamic resistance ofthe diode was determined, by
taking a first order Taylor approximation :
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ith measured voltage ofthe voltage-current curve
ith measured current ofthe voltage-current curve

~i will be plotted as a function ofki :

I - I i+1+~
Li-

2

The R-I curve will be presented as follows :
• R-I : logarithmic I-axis, logarithmic R-axis

[ I = Va will become a straight line for all a, where I and Vare the dimensionless
current and voltage respectively]

3.2 I-V experiments performed upon PIN and NIP diodes

From the I-V measurements the following parameters ofthe diode have been
determined :

• The saturation current

• The ideality factor
• The dynamic resistance

: Determined by taking tbe value of the current at the
intersectioo ofthe tangent lioe ofthe I-V curve at low
currents and V» nkT/q, aod the V = 0 axis.

: For currents::::: 10-11
- 10-10 A [forward diode]

: FOT an applied voltage of2V

The values ofthese parameters have been depicted in table 2 and table 3 for IC D545
and D697 respectively.
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IsA-1 n RiA (2V)

D545 [Acm-2
] [Qcm2

]

PIN2 1.6*10-10 2.4 3.8* 10-1

PIN3 2.4*10-10 2.7 3.5*10-1

PIN4 1.2* 10-10 2.25 2.7*10-1

PIN PIXEL( 13, 14) 2.3*10- 10 2.3 2.8*10-1

PIN PIXEL (18,19) 3.3* 10-10 2.45 2.8*10-1

NIP1 8.2*10-12 1.6 2.1*101

NIP2 4.5*10-12 1.6 2.7* lOl

NIP PIXEL (13,15) 3.7*10-12 1.6 1.5*101

NIP PIXEL (18,20) 7.4*10-12 1.7 1.7*101

Table 2: Characteristic I-V parameters ofthe diodes of IC D545
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IsA-1 n RiA (2V)

D697 [Acm-2] [ncm2
]

PINO 6.9*1O-11 2.25 1.5*10°

PIN1 5.1*10-11 2.1 8.8*10-1

PIN2 5.2*10-11 2.2 1.6*10°

PIN3 1.4*10-10 2.45 1.5*10°

PIN4 8.7* 10-11 2.25 1.4*10°

PIN PIXEL (18,19) 7.5*10-10 2.75 1.3*10°

NIPO 6.9*10-12 1.6 6.4*101

NIP1 8.2*10-11 1.95 7.4*101

NIP2 1.0* 10-10 2.1 8.1*101

NIP PIXEL (18,20) 4.8*10-12 1.7 5.9*101

Table 3 : Cbaracteristic I-V parameters of tbe diodes of IC D697
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3.3 Modelling of PIN and NIP diodes

In dus section, fust the I-V relation ofthe elementary units, usedin the modelling, will
be determined. Based on I-V and R-I measurements, models will be developed for
both the PIN and NIP diode.

3.3.1 I-V characteristics of the elementary units used in the modeUing

The following elementary units have been used in the modelling ofthe PIN and NIP
diodes:

• Ideal ditfusion diode
• Reeombination dominated diode
• Space Charge Limited eUITent

3.3.1.1 /-V eharaeteristies of the ideal diffusion diode

For an ideal diffusion diode the foUowing I-V relation can be derived [1]

( 3-1)

Saturation eUITent for a long diode

V= kT I (1+ls )
q , Is

eurrent through the diode

or

1
D n D p1 = A( n po + p na)

s q L L
n p

Elementary charge
Cross-sectional area ofthe diode
DiffiJsion coefficient for holes and electrons
respectively

Pno,npo

V
k
T

Thermal-equilibrium concentration ofminority carrier
holes and electrons respectively
Minority carrier diffusion length for holes and electrons
respectively
Voltage applied at the contacts ofthe diode
Boltzmann's constant
Temperature in K
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3.3.1.2 I-V characteristics ofthe recombination dominated diode

The I-V relationship for the ideal diffusion diode, as introduced in the last subsection,
neglects any effects occurring in the space charge region. An additional current is
generated by the recombination process ofthe holes and electrons in this space charge
region. Ifthis recombination process dominates the currents, the I-V relation ofthe
diode is given by [1]

qV

1= Is(e2kT -1)
...

qAW ni
Is =----'

2't o

Saturation current

Effective width ofthe junction
Intrinsic carrier concentration
Excess minority carrier lifetime

( 3-2)

Observing the similarities between relation ( 3-1) and ( 3-2), a general relation
describing the current through a diode can be obtained :

where n is the so-called ideality factor. Hence for a diffusion dominated diode, the
ideality factor n = 1, for a recombination dominated diode, the ideality factor n = 2.
The dynamic resistance of a diode can be detennined using this general re1ation :

( 3-3)

dI
O

( e~ _ IJ -1 I

=(~loe~~J-=(-q-(I +10)1-
1

dV nkT nkT ~

( 3-4)

nkT=------,-
q(1 + la)

3.3.1.3 I-V characteristics ofthe Space Charge Limited Cu"ent effect

At low voltages across the diode, the influence ofthe resistance ofthe intrinsic region
can be neglected. At higher voltages however, the intrinsic region starts to play an
important role in limiting the current through the diode. In a PIN or NIP diode, there is
an injection ofboth holes and electrons into the intrinsic region. Ifthis charge injection
ofeither holes or electrons is sufficiently different, single carrier transport dominates.
Ifthe injection ofelectrons and holes is ofthe same order, then the current will be in
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general recombination limited. Although the name Space Charge Limited Current is
justified only in the fust case, it will be used for both cases. For both single and double
injection, the following I-V relation, valid for voltages across the diode at which the
intrinsic region commences to play an important roIe, has been found [4],[5],[11] :

V=K~

V,I

K
m

( 3-5)

Voltage across and current divided by IA through the intrinsic
region respectively. I thus becomes dimensionless. This is done
to prevent a change ofthe dimension ofparameter K as m
changes
Constant, unit Volt
Power coefficient

The dynamic resistance ofthe SCLC effect is easily deduced from this I-V relation :

l-m
dV dKIl/m KI m KI l/mI-1 V

R --- =---= =
SCLC - dl - dl m m mI

( 3-6)

The values found for m, tend to differ. For example, 6<m<8 is found in ref [11], but
there the voltage across the intrinsic region - where the SCLC effect takes place - was
not separated from the voltages across the series resistance and the p-i and i-n 'I

transitions (in the model represented by diodes). If these voltages are taken into
account, 3<m<6 is found. Different values have been found in ref [4] - analytically - :
2<m<3 and in ref [5] - experlmentally - : m=2. Whilst modelIing, it is tried to keep m
as low as possible, starting with m=2. Using equation ( 3-5), this yields the following I
V relation

( 3-7)

Constant

In fig.3 both the I-V (a) and the R-I (b) relation ofthe SCLC effect are plotted on
double logarithmic axes for K = 6.3 V and different values ofm
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3.3.2 Development of a model for the PIN diode

The measurements show the following features ofthe I-V curves ofthe PIN diodes:

• Ideality factor n: 2 < n < 3 [see also table 2 and 3 (on page 6 and 7 resp. )] .
• Current begins to deviate from the exponential behaviour at relatively low values.

A model will be developed for diode PIN3 of IC D545. This diode has initially aD

ideality factor n :2.7. lts measured I-V curve is shown in a.o. fig. 4 (a). From its R-I
curve - depicted in fig. 5 (b) - we find by means ofextrapolation, that the series
resistanee is ofthe order of 5000-6000.

The ideality factor ofthe single crystal diffusion diode ( 3-1) is equal to 1, that of the
recombination dominated diode ( 3-2) is equal to 2. Hence to approach as close as
possible the observed ideality factor - larger then 2 - , a recombination dominated will
be used in the model. According to [7], an ideality factor larger then 2 can be
explained for by the fact that the series resistance can not be neglected. The nrst
model will therefore consist of:
a recombination dominated diode, in series with a series resistance.

In fig. 4 (a) the result ofthis modelling is depicted. Three different values for the series
resistance have been chosen : R = 6000, R = 12000, and R = 24000. The saturation
current ofthe diode has been chosen in such a way that the modelling and the
measurement coincide at the lowest measured voltage. The foUowing features can be
observed from this figure :
• the curvature is too small for low currents
• tbe curvature is large for high currents
It is clear that the model does not approach tbe measured curve very weIl.
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o 2

n=2.7

1(t12 +- +-- -----J

° D545 PIN3

- m=4 K=4.5

m=5 K~.5

1(tll +-----------1-j rrRi K=2.75
- - n=2.7

1~ -t-------+---~~-------.J

1(}J ,--------,----------,

1(t7 +--------1-7911-------1

1~ +-------I-9------1-j

10<' +-------+--f'-H------I

«
_" 1~ -t---------fI1f--+------------j

o2

~,"600~/____ a a a

':1 oa

a aa

,
/ 00

!
V <ooJT

/ ,(a

/ /#
I~co

/~!

ll/
a a545 PlN3

11 - R=6Xln

l R= 12:Xln

R=2400n

-- n=2.7
1(tll

1~

1(t10

1~

10"'

«
_"0 1~

Vd (V)

Fig. 4 (a) I-V curves compared : model!
and measurement

Fig. 4 (b) I-V curves compared : model 2
and measurement

The need of a second model is obvious. In literature the SCLC effect is encountered
quite often in the analysis ofamorphous diodes [2],[4],[5],[9],[11]. Therefore the
second model will consist of:
a recombination dominated diode, in series with a device representing the SCLC
effect.
Relation ( 3-5) will be chosen to describe the SCLC effect, where 2 < m < 6. Again the
saturation current ofthe diode has been chosen in such a way that the modelling and
the measurement coincide at the lowest measured voltage. The modelling is depicted in
fig. 4 (b). For m equals 4, 5 , 6 the following values ofK [see ( 3-5)] have been
found to approach the measured curve optimally: 4.5,3.5,2.75 V. The modelling
for low values of m ( m=2,3 ) is not shown, because the discrepancy between model
and measurement is larger than for higher values ofm The following features
characterise the model :

• low voltages: as m grows, the ideality factor grows.
• high voltages: as m grows, the curvature decreases.

Ifthe fust and the second model are compared, the fust model has a targer curvature,
which sets in at a higher voltage. Therefore, uwe combine the effect of SCLC with
the effect of a series resistance, a still better approximation is likely to be found.

Hence the third model consists of:
a recombination dominated diode, in series with a device representing the SCLC
effect, in series with a series resistance.
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In fig. 5 (a) and (b) the I-V curve and R-1 curve of both the model and the
measurement have been depicted. It is obvious that this model, until now, bOOgs the
best approach ofthe measurement.
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18+4 +--+--+--t---+------ir-----"l>:---:-----;

1e+-7

1e+9

~ (A)

Fig. S (b) Comparison of R-I curves of
measurement and model 3

21

~ (V)

Comparison of I-V curves of
measurement and model 3
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/ I

"

/
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/.!

I r I

!
I I i
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i

a

I m=6 K=2.5 I

I ! I
10.12 +1------.;--;------

a

1()3 ~'------.,.------------,j

::J 7/1

Fig.5(a)

The equivalent circuit ofthis model is shown in fig. 6.

n=2

I

~
RSCLC R

> AJNv-
+ VI + V2 + V3

Fig. 6 : Equivalent circuit of model 3 for the PIN diode

To descnoe the I-V relaticn afthe model, equation ( 3-2) - describing the I-V relation
of arecombination dominated diode - , ( 3-5) - describing the I-V relation of the
SCLC effect ( aetually the current 1 shOllid be divided by Jo = IA to maintain correct
dimensians) - and Ohm's law are used :
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v =VI + V2 + V3 ~

V ~ 2kT m( I + Is) +K~ + RI
q Is

Fig. 7 gives an impression ofbow the voltages are distributed over the diode, the
SCLC effect and the series resistanee. In this figure the following features ean he
observed:
At low voltages tbe voltage drops almost entirely over tbe diode. As the voltage
increases, tbe voltage drop over the SCLC element hecomes comparahle to tbat over
the diode. Only at the highest voltages, tbere is a perceptible voltage drop over tbe
series resistance.

Using the equivalent circuit from fig. 6, equation ( 3-4) - descrihing the dynamic
resistanee of a diode witb ideality factor n - and equation ( 3-6) - describing tbe
dynamic resistance ofthe SCLC effect - an expression for the dynamic resistance of
model 3, Rm3, is easily obtained :

I-m

R
m3

= 2kT + KI m + R
3q(I + Is) m

( 3-8)

( 3-9)

1 0- 3

1 0-'

10-5

10-6

1 0. 7

" 1 0 -8

10-9

10 -, 0

10.11

.... .,/

// --------.,/

: ,.,
~./ /.,-

/
/

V/ /

/ ///
/

/ //;/i
I Y -- V = 1: V I

!
d

f
-- V = 2 kT Iq In ( (I d+ 1,>/1, )

// 1

i _0._. v = K I d
1/m

2

........... v)= IdR

10·t 2

Fig. 7 : Voltage drops over the various elements in model 3
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An other way to account for an ideality factor n>2, is to use two diodes in series:
equation (A-6) shows that tbe ideality factor of a circuit consisting oftwo forwarded
diodes in series, is equal to the sum ofthe ideality factors ofthe two separate diodes.
Because ofthe fact tbat the measurements show that 2 < n < 3 at low voltages, an
ideal diffusion diode (0=1) will be used in series with a recombination dominated diode
(n=2). The SCLC effect will be used to account for the deviation ofthe cureent from
tbe exponential bebaviour - as in model 3.
Summarising, tbe fourth model consists of: An ideal diffusion diode, in series with a
recombination dominated diode, in series witb a unit describing the SCLC effect. Tbe
equivalent circuit ofthis model is shown in fig. 8.

nl=2 nl=l RSCLC

:>~ ~ • •

+ VI + V 2

Fig. 8 : Equivalent circuit of model 4 for the PIN diode

Equation (A-4), derived in appendix A, describes the I-V relation oftwo diodes in
series. Using this relation for tbe circuit offig. 8 we find :

Saturation cureent for diode I and diode 2
respectively
Ideality factor for diode 1 and diode 2 respectively

Ifin this equation nl=2 [recombination dominated diode] and n2= 1 [ideal diffusion
diode] are substituted, and the equation valid for the element representing tbe SCLC
effect ( 3-5)

is used, the following I-V relation can be derived for model 4

V=V1+V1 =>

V=k:[ln((I;,:'lre~~) Jl+KW ( 3-10)

In fig. 9 an impression is given ofbow tbe voltages are distributed over the elements of
model 4, being tbe ideal diffusion diode, the recombination dominated diode and the
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SCLC effect. From this figure, the following characteristics become apparent: At low
voltages the entire voltage drops across the recombination dominated diode. As the
voltage mcreases, the ideal diffusion diode starts to play a role, but only a small part
( less than 15%) ofthe total voltage applied to the diode drops over this element. As
the voltage is augmented still further, the SCLC effect sets in. lts influence increases
rapidly and it causes the diode to divert strongly from its exponential behaviour.

Using the equivalent circuit from fig. 8, equation ( 3-4) - describing the dynamic
resistance of a diode with ideality factor n - and equation ( 3-6) - describing the
dynamic resistance of the SCLC effect - the following expression for the dynamic
resistance ofmodel 4, Rm4, is obtained :

I-m

R
2kT kT KI m

4= + +---
m q(1 + IsI) q(1 +1s2) m

( 3-11)

2
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I
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Now that two models have been developed, they can be compared. Both models will
be tried on diode PIN4 ofboth IC D545 and IC D697. Tbe results for model 3 and 4
are depicted in fig. 10 and fig. 11 respectively. These figures show that model 3
provides the best fit for the diode ofIC D545, whilst model 4 provides the best fit for
the diode ofIC D697. A relatively large discrepancy (about a factor 1.6 at the most) is
observed between the measurement and model 4 for diode PIN4 ofIC D545. Tbe
difference between the measurement and model 3 for diode PIN4 ofIC D697 is
smaller (about a factor 1.25 at the most). Tbe results found for diode PIN4 are
representative for all measured and modelled diodes.
Tbe values ofthe parameters used in the modelling ofthe PIN diode are presented in
table 4. Tbe series resistance was determined using tbe R-I graph. For model 4, m has
been taken equal to 2. Tbe remaining parameters have been determined by curve
fitting. Note that the saturation current found for the ideal diffusion diode in model 4 is
quite large and has hardly any physical meaning.

IC number Is [A] Is [A] SCLC lts [n]
recombination ideal d.iffusion

dominated
diode diode m KM

• model 3 D545 1.2*10-14 - 3.57 4.6 500

D697 2*10-14 - 4.55 6.15 1000

• model 4 D545 8*10-15 3* 10-7 2 26 -

D697 1.1*10-14 4*10-10 2 60 -

Table 4 : Values of the parameters used in the modeUing of the PIN diode

In fig. 12 (a) and (b), the dynamic resistanee Rl of diode PIN is depicted along with
the dynamic resistance as determined by model 3 and model 4 respectively. Tbe slope
ofthe plot oflog(R) as a function of log(I) equals about -1 for a large range ofthe
current. This means for the models that the dynamic resistance ofthe diode(s)
dominate(s) the resistance ofthe other elements used. From all modeIs, model 4 for IC
D545 exhibits the largest deviation in this linear part [where slope ~ -I ].
At high values ofthe current a curvature ofthe R-I plots is observed. For the modeis,
tbis deviation is caused by the series resistance and the SCLC effect.
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3.3.3 Development of a model for tbe NIP diode

The measurements show the following features ofthe I-V curves ofthe NIP diodes:

• Ideality factor n: 1.5 < n < 2. [see also table 2 and table 3]
• Current begins to deviate from the exponential behaviour at relatively low values.

The ideality factor ofa circuit oftwo diodes in parallel varies between 1 and 2 [Il
Hence this circuit will aCCOlll1t for the measured ideality factor. The SCLC effect will
be used to account for the deviation from the exponential behaviour, as in the case of
the PIN diode. So the circuit exists of:
a recombination dominated diode in paraDei to a ideal diffusion diode, in series with
a device representing the SCLC effect.
The equivalent circuit is depicted in fig. 13.
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I

+ +

RSCLC

Fig. 13 : Equivalent circuit of the model for the NIP diode

Equation (A-I 0), derived in appendix A, describes tbe I-V relation ofa recombination
dominated diode in parallel witb an ideal diffusion diode.
Using this equation

and equation ( 3-5) describing tbe SCLC effect

the following relation, describing the I-V characteristics ofthe NIP diode, is found

V= Vi + V2 =>

2kT i~r-I0-)2-+-41-02 -;-(I -+-10)-+-1.--'"7"'"2) - lalJ mr;
V=- +Kvl

q 21~

Fig. 14 (a) gives an impression ofhow tbe I-V relation of tbe circuit oftwo diodes in
parallel is composed ofthe individual I-V relation of tbe ideal diffiJsion and tbe
recombination dominated diode. From this figure it can be seen that the recombination
dominated diode determines tbe I-V relation at low voltages and the ideal diffiJsion
diode determines tbe I-V relation at high voltages. There is a short transition region
between these two regions. Fig. 14 (b) shows how tbe total applied voltage - Vd - is
distributed over the two diodes as a whole - VI - and the SCLC effect - V2•

( 3-12)
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Here it becomes apparent tbat at low voltages tbe total applied voltage drops almost
entirely over tbe two diodes. As tbe voltage increases, tbe SCLC effect becomes
rapidly more important. At tbe highest voltages applied, tbe voltage drop over tbe unit
representing tbe SCLC effect and tbat over tbe circuit oftwo diodes in parallel become
of tbe same magnitude.

2

Fig. 14 (b) Distribution of the voltage over
aU elements in the NIP model
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Fig. 15 shows botb the measured and modelled I-V relations ofdiode NIP I for IC
D545 and IC D697. Fig. 16 sbows botb tbe measured and modelled R-I cbaracteristics
ofdiode NIPI for IC D545 aod IC D697.
In tbe measured R-I CUlVe for IC 0697 in fig. 16 it can be seen tbat at a CUITent of
10-7A, tbe dynamic resistance augmeots witb increasing current. This effect can also be
observed in the corresponding I-V curve. Tbe anomaly cao also be observed for tbe
diodes ofiC 545, but it is less significant.
Tbe difference between tbe model and tbe measurement is larger for tbe NIP diodes
( about a factor 1.6 at tbe most for 0545 and 0697) tban for tbe PIN diodes ( about a
factor 1.25 at tbe most for tbe best matching modeIs for 0545 and 0697 ). Tbe
anomaly observed in tbe NIP diodes contributes to this difference.
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The values ofthe parameters used in the modelling ofthe NIP diode are presented in
table 5. The value ofm has been taken equal to 2. The remaining parameters have been
determined by curve fitting. Note that the saturation current found for the ideal
diffusion diode is quite small and has hardly any physical meaning. The value for K is
large compared to the values found for the PIN diode, which have been shown in table
4.

IC number Is [Al Is [Al SCLC

Recombination Ideal diffusion
dominated diode diode m K[V]

D545 2.5* 10-15 2.5*10-20 2 920

D697 2*10-15 5* 10-20 2 1920

Table 5 : Values ofthe parameters used in the modelling ofthe NIP diodes
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4. Noise properties of PIN and NIP diodes

In this section some noise properties ofthe diodes will he investigated. First the low
frequency noise will he investigated by comparing the white noise as predicted by the
models that were developed in section 3, to the measured high frequency noise. For
the low frequency noise, arelation between eurrent and noise current spectral density
will be established experimentally.

4.1 Noise measurement set-up

In fig. 17, the experimental set-up for the determination ofthe noise spectral densities
ofthe diodes [Device Under Test] is shown. The power supply provides the diode with
a voltage, which eau be measured by the voltmeter V[.

POWER D.U.T. CURRENT VOLTAGE

SPECTRUM
....................

# ~ [> [> F.F.T.

P.C. PLOTTER

Figure 17 : Experimental set-up for tbe noise measurements

The signal from the diode is forwarded to a brookdeal 5002 low noise current
amplifier, which has two outputs: a DC output which is used by voltmeter V2 to
determine the current through the diode, and an AC output which provides the signal
ifnecessary amplified by a brookdeal 5003 low noise nanovolt preamplifier - for the
FFT spectrum analyser. The spectrum analyser calculates the noise spectral density for
frequencies between 2.5 Hz and 20 kHz / 200 kHz. FOT each diode, the noise spectral
density is determined for voltages between 0.7 and 2.0 Volt.
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4.2 Noise experiments performed upon PIN and NIP diodes

The spectra ofthe noise measurements were a supetposition ofmany different
Lorentzians. Plain lIf or g-r spectra have not been measured. From these spectra, the
following characteristics have been determined :

• Tbe low frequency noise spectral density For voltages of 0.7/0.8, 1.0 and 2.0 V
At a frequency of 10Hz

• Tbe high frequency noise spectral density For voltages of0.7/0.8, 1.0 and 2.0 V
At a frequency of20/200 kHz

• Tbe parameter a in ~(f)ocla

The parameters ofthe low and high frequency noise spectral density are shown in
table 6 for IC D697, in table 7 for IC D545. Parameter a has been depicted in table 8
for PIN diodes, in table 9 for NIP diodes.

D697 V lobs SI(10 Hz) SI(20 kHz) SI(200 kHz)

M [A] [A2/Hz] [A2/Hz] [A2/Hz]

0.7 6.3*10-10 1.5* 10.27 1.5*10028

PIN1 1.0 5.5*10.8 2.9* 10.24 2.0*10026

2.0 1.5* 10.5 6.8*10.21 2.7*10-23

0.7 3.0*10.9 1.1*10-26 7.4*10028

PIN2 1.0 2.3*10.7 1.3*10.23 6.2*10.26

2.0 6.9*10.5 1.8* 10-20 6.5*10.23

0.7 2.3*10.9 1.0*10'26 4.9*10028

PIN4 1.0 1.1* 10.7 8.5*10.24 3.3*10.26

2.0 7.0*10-5 5.0*10'26 1.2*10-22

0.7 1.1 *10.9 8.4* 10.27 3.4*10.28

NIP1 1.0 2.8*10.8 2.3* 10.24 8.4*10.27

2.0 4.0*10.7 6.2*10'23 9.2* 10'26

0.7 5.6*10'9 4.9*10'26 1.2* 10-27

NIP2 1.0 1.1*10,7 1.0*10'23 3.2*10.26

2.0 I.9* 10-6 2.7*10.22 4.9*10.25

Table 6 : Low- and high frequency characteristics of the diodes of IC D697
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V lobs SI(10 Hz) SI(20 kHz) SI(200 kHz)
D545 [V] [A] [A2IHz] [A2/Hz] [A2IHz]

0.7 4.4*1009 9.0*10-27 9.0*10-28

PIN1 1.0 5.0*10-7 2.1 *10-23 1.4*10-2.5

2.0 2.6*10-4 1.0*10-19 3.1'''10-22

PIN PIXEL 0.7 7.6*10
0
" 2.4*10-28 4.0*10.29

(13,14) 1.0 8.6*10'9 5.2* 10-25 6.1*10'27

2.0 4.3*10-6 2.8*10'21 1.8* 10-23

PIN PIXEL 0.8 2.5*10-10 2.5*10'27 1.2* 10-28

(18,19) 1.0 4.8* 10'9 3.0*10'25 3.0*10'27

2.0 4.3*10'6 2.6* 10'21 1.6* 10-23

0.7 2.2*10,9 8.4* 10.27 6.4*10-28

NIP1 1.0 9.6*10'8 4.0*10-24 3.3*10-26

2.0 1.7* 10-6 1.1*10-22 4.0*10-25

0.7 1.1*10-8 4.9*10-26 3.0*10-27

NIP2 1.0 5.0*1007 1.9*10,23 1.4* 10-25

2.0 8.2*10'6 3.7*10-22 1.7* 10'24

NIP PIXEL 0.7 1.2*10-8 5.6*10026 3.5*10-27

(13,15) 1.0 5.6*10,7 2.0*1O-2.~ 1.3* 10-25

2.0 1.1 *10-5 1.1 *10'21 2.6*10.24

NIP PIXEL 0.7 1.0* 10-8 3.3*10'26 3.0* 10-27

(18,20) 1.0 4.7*10.7 1.8*10-23 1.3*10-25

2.0 1.0* 10-5 1.1*10'21 2.7*10-24

Table 7 : Low- and high frequency characteristics of the diodes of IC D545
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a at low a at high Transition

IC DIODE currents currents current

( SlocI
a

) ( SlocIa ) [A]

D545 PIN2 1.7 1.3 1.4*10-7

PIN PIXEL 1.6 1.3 1*10-8

13,14

PIN PIXEL 1.6 IA 3*10-8

18,19

0697 PIN1 1.7 IA 6*10-8

PIN2 1.6 1.3 2*10-7

PIN4 2.0 IA 3*10-8

Table 8 : Noise parameter a of PIN diodes

IC DIODE a at low currents Valid up to current

( SlocIa ) [A]

0545 NIP1 1.7 7*10-8

NIP2 1.7 1*10-7

NIP PIXEL 13,15 1.8 2*10-7

NIP PIXEL 18,20 1.7 2*10.7

D697 NIP1 1.8 2*10-8

NIP2 1.8 1*10-7

Table 9 : Noise parameter a of NIP diodes
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4.3 White noise of PIN and NIP diodes

In this section, fust equations describing the white noise produced by the elementary
units in the models will be detennined. Secondly, using these equations, relations will
be deduced that describe the white noise produced by the models for the PIN and NIP
diodes that were developed in section 3.3.

4.3.1 Wbite noise produced by tbe elements used in tbe modeUing

Arelation describing the white noise will be given for the following elementsleffects :
• Resistor • Diode [recombination dominated / ideal diffusion] • SCLC

Tbe equivalent noise circuits ofthese elements is depicted in fig. 18.

+

v

I

Fig. 18 : Equivalent noise circuit of elemeots used in tbe modeUing

In this circuit the following symbols are used :
Ce Capacitance ofthe element
Re Dynamic resistance of the element
Sle eurrent spectral density ofthe element
V Voltage across the element
1 Current through tbe element

Tbe capacitance ofthe elements will he supposed to he sucb that
21tfCeRe « 1
which implies that its influence may be neglected.
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4.3.1.1 White noise produced by aresistor

A resistance R, has been found to produce thermal noise, which is a form ofwhite
noise. The cUlTent spectral density ofthe noise is described by the following equation :

The equivalent noise circuit is depicted in figure 18.

4.3.1.2 White noise produced by a diode

The equivalent noise circuit ofa diode is shown in figure 18. The dynamic resistance
RI of a diode is given by equation (3-4) :

The current spectral density S,d is given by [12]

( 4-1)

( 4-2)

Ideal diffusion diode

Recombination dominated diode

with

S/ = 2q(I + 210 )

SId = 2q(I +210 )r2

( 4-3)

( 4-4)

Recombination and generation are completely corre1ated, i.e. electron and
hole appear and disappear at the same time: band-band recombination
Recombination and generation occurs uncorrelated via traps within the
bandgap, that are located in the middle ofthe space charge region
Recombination and generation occurs uncorrelated via traps within the
bandgap, that are distributed homogeneously over the space charge region

4.3.1.3 White noise produced by the SCLC effect

The treatment ofthe non-thermal type noise as produced by the SCLC effect, is
performed according to [8]. In here the device is divided longitudinally mto sections
i\x. The resistance of such a section is i\R, the voltage across such a section equals
.1V. Each section is supposed to produce thermal noise ofthe form

SI(f) = 4kT
M-

At the same time, relation

i\R = i\V
I
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holds, so

Sy = 4kTL~V = 4kT V
I I

hence

SI(f) = Sy(f)l =4kT V 2
RSCLC IRSCLC

where RsCLC is given by (3-6). Substitution of (3-6) in (4-5) results in :

V 2 I
SI(f) =4kT 2 =4m kT- =4mkTg

IRSCLC V

where g = dl/dV = RsCLC-
1 denotes the small signal conductance.

Relation ( 0-2) is valid only if injection ofeither holes or electrons dominates the
carrier transport ( single carrier injection ).

4.3.2 Wbite noise model for tbe PIN diodes

In section 3.3.2 two models have been developed for the PIN diode. Fig. 6 - showing
the equivalent circuit ofmodel 3 - and fig. 8 - showing the equivalent circuit ofmodel
4 - show that both models consist of three elements in series. An equivalent noise
circuit representing both these models has been depicted in fig. 19.

Fig. 19 : Equivalent noise circuit for tbe models of tbe PIN diode

( 0-1)

( 0-2)
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4.3.2.1 White noise modelfoT MODEL 3

In fig. 19, the equivalent noise circuit ofmodel 3 from section 3.3.2 has been depicted.
The numbers in this figure correspond to the following elements ofthe model:

• 1 : Recombination dominated diode
• 2 : SCLC effect
• 3 : Series resistance

Using the relations describing the current spectral densities ofthe individual elements
derived in section 4.3, arelation describing the current spectral density for the white
noise ofmodel 3 is easily derived :

2q(1 +21.)r:ZRdl :Z +4mkTR:z +4kTR3
=

(Rdl + R:z + R3r

2q(1+2I.)r{j(~~b)R" +4mkTR, +4kTR,
=

(Rd1 + R:z + R3r

4k{R,,(I+dtJr' +mR, +R,]
=

(Rdl +R:z +R3r
Irthe diode is sufficiently forward biased ( I >> Is ), then the last relation may be
approximated as :

( 0-3)

( 0-4)
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4.3.2.2 White noise modelfor MODEL 4

Also for model 4 from section 3.3.2, the equivalent noise circuit is shown in fig. 19.
The numhers in this figure correspond to the fol1owing elements ofthe model:

• 1 : Recomhination dominated diode
• 2 : Ideal diffusion diode
• 3 : SCLC effect

Now there is proceeded in a way similar to that for model 3, in order to find an
expression descrihing the eurrent spectral density of model 4

2q(1 + 21 s1 )r2R dl
2 + 2q(1 + 21.2)Rd2 2 + 8kTg 3R/

=
(Rdl +Rd2 +R3f

2q(I+2IsJr2RdI2 +2q(I+2I s2 )Rd/ +8kTR 3
=

(Rdl + R d2 + R 3f

=------------------------
(Rdl + R d2 + R 3r

Ifhoth diodes are sufficiently forward biased (I »Isl and I» Is2 ) this last
equation cao he approximated as follows :

4kJ R r 2 + R d2 +2R )l~ dl 2 3

( 4-9)

( 4-10)
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4.3.2.3 Model and measurement compared

The experimental and calculated values for the high frequency noise spectra! density of
diode PIN2 ofIC D545 are compared in this subsection. The parameter values that
have been found for the I-V modelling are used in the high frequency noise model.
The measured values ofthe high frequency noise current spectral density have been
plotted both in fig. 20 and fig. 21 as a function ofthe current. Model 3 and model 4
have been depicted in fig. 20 and fig. 21 respectively, for different values ofr2

• From
these figures it can be seen that for low values ofthe current ( < 10-5 A ) there is not
too large a difference between the model- for the appropriate value ofr2

• For larger
currents however, the measured high frequency noise exceeds the 2qI level, whilst the
model displays a value undemeath the 2qI level. The excess noise from the
experiments is probably due to the fact that for large currents, the measured spectra
are not yet flat at a frequency of200kHz.
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Fig. 21 : Comparison of tbe measurement and model 4 for tbc PIN HF noise

The distribution ofthe dynamic resistance over tbe elements used in the modelling has
been depicted in fig. 22 (a) for model 3 (b) for model 4. Using fig. 22(a) and relation
(4-7) it can he seen that the deviation from tbe 2qI level for model 3 - observed in fig.
20 - is caused by the SCLC effect and the series resistanee. For model 4, the deviation
- observed in fig. 21 - is a consequence ofthe SCLC effect, as can be deduced using
fig. 22 (b) and relation (4-8).
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4.3.3 White noise model for the NIP diodes
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Fig. 22 (b) Distribution of the dynamic
resistance over the elements
for model 4

In fig. 23 the equivalent noise circuit ofthe NIP model is depicted. This circuit can be
deduced from the equivalent circuit ofthe model for the NIP diode as depicted in fig.
13. The numbers in this figure correspond to the following elementsleffects ( in
correspondence to fig. 13 ) :

• 1 : Recombination dominated diode
• 2 : Ideal diffusion diode
• 3 : SCLC effect
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Sn(f)

Fig. 23 : Equivalent noise circuit for tbe model of the NIP diode

Tbe relations from section 4.3, describing the white noise current spectral density of
the elements used in the modelling enable us to derive an expression for the white
noise current spectral density ofthe model of fig. 23 as follows :

(SIdl + SId2)(Rdl / /Rd2 )2 + snRl
SI = 2

(Rd1 / /Rd2 + R 3)

(2q(1 1 +2lsdr2 +2q(12 +2Is2 ))(Rd1 / /Rd2 )2 +8kTg3R 3
2

=
(Rd1 / /Rd2 +R3)2

2q(I+(r2 -1)11 +2r2Is1 +2I s2 )(Rd1 / /Rd2 )2 +8kTR3
=

(Rdl / /Rd2 + R 3f
where

Relation (A-12) is an altemate expression for the dynamic resistance of a
recombination dominated diode in parallel with an ideal diffusion diode. Both
equations are valid.

( 4-11:

( 4-12
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Experiment and model will be compared for diode NIP PIXEL (18,20) ofIC D545. As
in the case ofthe PIN diode, the parameter values that have been found in tbe I-V
modelling will be used in the high frequency noise model.
In fig. 24 both the measurement and the model have been depicted. From this figure
similar observations as made for tbe PIN diode can be made :
For low values ofthe current ( < 10.7 A ) there is not too large a difference between
measurement and model For larger currents however, tbe measured high frequency
noise fluctuates around tbe 2qI leveL whilst tbe model displays a value undemeatb tbe ,
2qI level.
For the NIP diodes too, tbe measured spectra are not yet flat at a frequency of
200kHz, which may be tbe explanation for this difference between measurement and
model.
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4.4 Low frequency noise of PIN and NIP diodes

In this section the experimental results from the low frequency - 10Hz - noise
measurements for both PIN and NIP diodes will be shown, and arelation between the
low frequency noise current spectral density and the current will be determined from
these measurements.

4.4.1 Low frequency noise of PIN diodes

In fig. 25, the relation between the current and the low frequency noise current spectral
density at 10 Hz is depicted for diode PIN2 ofboth IC D545 and IC D697. For diode
PIN 2 ofIC D697, the following regions can be discerned :

• 1< 10-7 A ~ SI(f) oc 11.62

• I > 10-7 A ~ SI(f) oc {3

For diode PIN 2 ofIC D545 a similar obselVation can be made.
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Fig. 25 : Low frequency noise of PIN diodes at f = 10 Hz
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In table 8 on page 31, tbe experîmentally found relations between current and low
frequency noise current spectral density are shown. These results can be summarised
as follows:

Low currents : I < 10-8 A

High currents : I > 10-7 A
1.6 ~ a ~ 2.0

1.3:$ a ~ 1.4

The SCLC effect, whicb sets in at high currents, may cause the change ofparameter a.

4.4.2 Low frequency noise of NIP diodes

In fig. 26, the relation between the current and the low frequency noise current spectral
density at 10 Hz is depicted for diode NIP2 ofboth IC D545. In this figure, the
following regions can be distincted :

• 1< 10-7 A ~ SI(f) ex: 1'-7
• 1> 10-7 A ~ SI(f) ex: 11.2

In table 9 on page 31, tbe experîmentally found relations between the current and the
low frequency noise current spectral density have been shown for all measured NIP
diodes. Summarising these results :

Low currents

relation is valid up to
1.7~a~1.8

The relation between high currents and the noise current spectral density for NIP
diodes was not always such as observed in fig. 26. The anomaly that was observed in
fig. 16 for IC D697, caused a transformation ofthe curve. Therefore, for high currents,
no relation between the current and the noise current spectral density has been
established.
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5. Developing a computer-controlled experimental
set-up to perform and present IV measurements

Tbe second part ofthe work performed consists ofthe construction ofa program,
written in C, which can perform the following tasks :

- automatic measurement ofcurrent-voltage relationships ofthe following
electronic devices :
• bipolar transistor
• diode [optional : second connection]
• mos transistor [optional : bulk connection]

- representing the measured IV curves on monitor screen
- representing the measured IV curves on plotter

Tbe program offers the possibility ofperforming stress measurements. This means
that the following action sequence is repeated as often as the user desires : 1
measurement ofthe characteristics of a device, and 2 imposition ofa user defined
stress configuration on the device. Tbe measurements ofthe devices mentioned can
be performed either using a standard measurement or using a type ofmeasurement
which provides more freedom for the user.

5.1 Experimental set-up

ij------------,I r-I--------------,11

IPlotter I ~~.c.
L'::==:::;l

COAX

~ RS232

Ç=) IEEE488

Figure 27 : Experimental set-up of the automatic device measurement system

In fig. 27 the experimental set-up ofthe system is depicted. After the user has
defined the configuration ofthe measurement, the personal computer [p.C.] will
send the current amplifier(s) [CA] which voltages to supply to the device under test
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[D.u.T.]. This is possible because the current amplifiers do not only produce an
output-voltage which depends linearly on the input current, but also have the
possibility ofapplying a bias voltage on the device under test. The connection
between the current amplifier(s) andthe PC takes placevia a connection using a
RS232 interface. The output-voltages ofthe current amplifier(s) form the inputs ofa
computer controlled switch. Tbe setting ofthe switch determines which ofthe input
voltage(s) is connected to the output line. Ifthe measurement requires only one
current amplifier, the switch will obviously not change its position.
The output-voltage ofthe switch is lead to a digital voltmeter. The voltmeter is
connected via a IEEE488 bus to the computer, which reads the value ofthe voltage
measured by the voltmeter. After the measurement, ifthe user wishes to see the
results ofa measurement on plotter, the IEEE488 bus is used for the
communication between the computer and the plotter.

The following devices are used in the experimental set-up:

• HP plotter 7470A
• HP digital voltmeter 3456A
• Stanford SR570 low-noise current preamplifiers.

The current amplifiers have been connected to the following senal computer
output ports :
COM1,COM2 and COM4. The current amplifier is equipped with a standard RS
232 interface, which makes it possible to control it by PC. The interface has to be
configured as follows :
9600 baud, no panty, 8 data bits, 2 stop bits [DOS command : MODE
COMx:9600,n,8,2]

• KPC-488.2: interface between PC and IEEE488 bus. In the config.sys file,
always the following line should be included :
DEVICE=C:\IEEE488\UTILITY\CECGpm.BIN 21

• PCL-725 Relay Actuator & Isolated Dil Card : this card is used as a digital
switch. The card has been connected to computer 1/0 address 2A8.

The experimental set-up has shown tbe following limitations,

• Current
amplifier

- The maximum current may not exceed 5mA ; if a current
larger than 5mA [ or a user defined value < 5mA] is
measured, the current amplifiers will be reset, and the next 
ifthere is one - measurement configuration will be applied.

- Sometimes tbe current amplifiers just don't work as they
should. For different values ofthe sensitivity, tbey have the
same output-voltage. This phenomenon was particularly
encountered ifvoltages around 0 mV were applied. Because
ofthis phenomenon, a protection has been built in the
program, which prevents the application of a voltage

- between -9 and 9mV.
Voltages can be applied within [-5000,-10],[10,5000] mV
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5.2 Programming

5.2.1 Projects

The whole program consists ofthe three following projects:

• vimeas.ide - vimeas.c
- utilfunc.c
- ieee488.lib

• screen.ide - screen.c
- scaleax.c
- graphics.hl>

• plotdos.ide - plotter.c
- plotting.c
- ieee488.lib

These projects consist ofa combination ofC-programs and libraries. The project
vimeas.ide starts an automatic measurement, the project screen.ide presents a
measurement on monitor screen and the project plotdos.ide plots a measurement on
plotter. In appendix B, a description ofthe functions and variables used in the above
mentioned C-programs can be found.

5.2.2 Structure of the body of the programs

Before the structure ofthe body ofthe programs is given, fust some definitions will
be introduced, which facilitate the description ofthis structure.

DEFINITIONS:

functionname;
functionname[x];
functionname();
&
'&'

tree-structure

STRUCTURE :

: not real function, but merely sequence ofinstructions
: not real function, operating on variabIe x
: existing function
: variabIe that follows is determined by function
: array that follows is determined by funetion
: functionnamel(functionnameIIO,functionnameI20);
this means that function 1 uses both function 11 and function 12; this may be
repeated recursively; because ofreasons of c1arity, only the most important
used functions are shown in this tree-structure

The structure ofthe main body ofthe C-programs ''vimeas.c'' and "screen.c" are
given below. The structure ofthe main body of ''plotter.c'' is similar to the structure
of"screen.c" to such an extent, that it will not be shown separately.
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VIMEAS.C

menu(&nr_oCcur_amps,... ,&stress_nr_oCtïmes,.. );
initieee();
for (stresscounter=O;stresscounter<=stress_nr_oCtimes,stresscounter++)
{ II stress
do
{ II parameter
setcurrents_to_zero;
for
{ II initrs232
initrs232(rscommandO);
} II initrs232

do
{ II basic
for (counter= 1;counter<=nr_oCcur_amps;counter++)

{ II measurement
set_outputswitch;
sensitivity(setsensitO,rscommandO,waitms(),&outvoltage[counter],

&sensit[counter]);
calculate_current;
write_vi_to_disk;
predict_new_current;
predict_new_sensrthnty;
setsensitO;
} Ilmeasurement

apply_next_voltage;
} II basic

while( ABS(currents) <= MAXCURRENT &&
voltage within specified range);

apply_next---'parameter_voltage;
print 100 I_file_marker;
reset_voltage;
} II parameter

while( parameter_voltage within specified values );
apply_stress_condition;
reset---'parameter_voltage; /1 this includes print 1002Jile_marker;
} II stress

reset_current_amplifiers;
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SCREEN.C:

initialise[.. ,&nr_oCcur_amps,&meas_type,.. ,&nr_oCstress,.. ,&one_outoCxstress,
&one_outoCxpar,&nr_of.-par, .. ,'&'xldata]

if (vidata_type = 1 or 3)
{ lino-Pafameter
open(vimeas);
nr_oCskip_1002=0;
while (nr_oCskip_1002 < nr_oCstress)
{ I1 stress
datascan13('&'y1data,'&'y2data,'&'y3data,... )
if (meas_type = 0,1,3 or 4)
{ II basic1
for(counter=1;counter<=nr_oCcur_amps;counter++)

{ II basic2
if(counter = 2) {yldata = y2data}; if(counter = 3) {yldata = y3data};
plotedgel(); plotedge20; plotdata(xldata,yldata,... );
if (counter = 1) plotcharacO;
c1eardevice(); plotter_choice = plotter_choosen(); c1eardevice();
} II basic2

} 11 basicl
if (meas_type = 7)
{ 11 basicl
plote~el();plote~e2();

plotdata(x 1data,y1data,... );plotdata(x ldata,y2data, ...);
plotcharacO;
c1eardeviceO;plotter_choice = plotter_choosen();
} II basic1

nr_oCskipl002 += one_outoCxstress;
} II stress

fclose(vimeas);
} II n0....parameter

else
{ II yes""parameter
nr_of_skipI002 = 0;
while (nr_oCskipl002 < nr_oCstress)
{ 11 stress
for (counter=1;counter<=nr_oCcur_amps;counter++)
{ 1I basic1
fopen(vimeas);
skipdata(... ,vimeas);
nr_oCskipl00l = 0;
while (nr_oCskipl001 < nr_of-Paf)
{ II parameter
datascan24(y1data,vimeas,...);
plotedge10; plote~e20; plotdata(x 1data,y1data,... );
nr_of_skiplOOl += one_outof_xpar;
} II parameter

c1eardevice();plotter_choice = plotter_choosenO;c1eardevice();
ifC counter = 1 ) plotcharac(... ,carl_vimeas,car2_vimeas);
if (meas_type = 5 or 6)

counter++;
fclose(vimeas);
} II basic I

nr_oCskipl002 += one_outoCxstress;
} II stress

} /1 yes""parameter
c1osegraphO; needed_data(); needed_arraysO;
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5.2.3 Presentation of the plots

In thissubsection, the configuration ofthe presentation ofthe measured curves on
screen and on plotter will be shown. First some definitions will be introduced, in
order to make it easier to describe how the measured curves will be presented on
screen and on plotter.

DEFINITIONS:

The general construction used for the description ofthe configuration is as follows:
value: y(scale, axis)[x(scale, axis)J[parameter]+extra

This means that y is plotted as a function ofx, using tbe following definitions :

x xdata : user determined meaning ofthe xdata
Vd : voltage over PN junction of diode
Vds : drain-source voltage
Vgs: gate-source voltage
Vbe : basis-emitter voltage

y ydata : user determined meaning ofthe ydata
Id : current through PN junction of diode
difr : differential resistance
idea : ideality factor
Ids : drain-sourcc current
gm : transconductance
gmsat : transconductance in saturation mode
Thulk : bulk current
Ic : collector current
Th : basis current

value 1/2/3 : the value ofthe variabIe "plotconfig", determines which, ifany,
cbaracteristic parameters will be shown on the plotting

aXlS x : lower x-axis
xu : upper x _axis
y : left y-axis
yr : right y-axis
yru : upper right y-axis
yrl: lower y-axis

scale 10 : logarithmic scale
li : linear scale
ud : user defined 10garithmic/1inear scale

parameter [P]: y is plotted as a function ofX, with p used as parameter
[p=q] : y is plotted as a function ofx, witb parameter p constant at value q

extra XN additional infonnation regarding the plot is included; this is put between 0
brackets

Igmax :maximum value ofthe gate current during the measurement
vds'-'point :value ofVds at which the transconductance has been

determined
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VpNg :this concerns the values ofthe parameter voltage, and the text
plotted. It depends on the number ofdifferent parameter
voltages that has been applied :
1 {VpNg}=value
2 {VpNg}min = value, {VpNg}max = value
>2 {VpNg}min = value, {VpNg}max = value,

stepsize = value
{} all data that is between these brackets will be shown simultaneously

CONFIGURATION :

For each different type ofmeasurement - determined by "meas_type", the following
appropriate plotting configuraition is used to present the measurements :

- meas_type =

Oother than mentioned
- plotconfig =

1 : {ydata(ud,y)[xdata(ud,x)]}
1 : {ydata(ud,y)[xdata(ud,x)][P]+X}

X = [Vp]
1 standard diode, no third conn.

- plotconfig =

1 : {Id(lo,y)[Vd(li,x)]}
2 : {Id(lo,y)[Vd(li,x)],difr(lo,yru)[Vd(li,x)],idea(li,yrl)[Vd(li,x)]}

2 standard diode, extra connection
- plotconfig =

1 : {Id(lo,y)[Vd(li,x)]}
2 : {Id(lo,y)[Vd(li,x)],difr(lo,yru)[Vd(li,x)],idea(li,yrl)[Vd(li,x)]}

3 standard most, no bulk connected
- plotconfig =

1 : {IdS(li,y)[Vds(li,x)][Vgs] + X}
2 : {IdS(li,y)[VdS(li,x)][Vgs] + X} {Rd(lo,y)[Vds(li,x)],

gmsat(li,yr)[Vgs(li,x)] [Vds=vds-'point]+Y}
3 : {Ids(li,y)[VdS(li,x)][Vgs] + X} {Rd(lo,y)[Vds(li,x)],

gm(li,yr)[Vgs(li,x)][Vds=vds-'point]+Y}
X = [Igmax,Vg], Y=[Vg, vds-'point]

4 standard most, bulk connected
- plotconfig =

1 : {IdS(li,y)[VdS(li,x)][Vgs]+X} {Ib(lo,y)[Vds(li,x)][Vgs]+X}
2: {IdS(li,y)[Vds(li,x)][Vgs]+X}

{difr(lo,y)[Vds(li,x)] [Vgs] ,gmsat(li,yr)[Vgs(li,xu)] [Vds=vds-'point]+Y}
{Ibulk(lo,y)[Vds(li,x)][Vgs]+X}

3 : {Ids(li,y)[VdS(li,x)][Vgs]+X}
{difr(lo,y)[Vds(li,x)][Vgs],gm(li,yr)[Vgs(li,xu)][Vds=vds-'point]+Y}
{Ibulk(lo,y)[Vds(li,x)][Vgs]+X}

X = [Igmax,Vg], Y = [Vg, vds-'point]
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5 standard bipolar
- plotconfig =

1 : {Ic(lo,y)[Vbe(li,x)],Ib(1o,y)[Vbe(li,x)]}
2 : {Ic(lo,y)[Vbe(li,x)],Ib(1o,y)[Vbe(li,x)],beta(li,yr)[Vbe(li,x)]}

5.2.4 Problems encountered whilst constructing the program

The BorlandC 4.0++ compiler has been used to compiIe and link the various C
programs and libraries. The compiler however, exhibited bugs which cou1d be
attributed to inadequate memory management. After the splitting ofthe project that
dealt with the presentation ofthe measurements both on screen and on plotter into
two parts - one for the monitor screen and one for the plotter - the bugs seem to
have disappeared.

5.3 Userguide

• How to perform a measurement

- How to conneet the current amplifiers

Though the program is very clear about how to connect the current amplifier(s)
to the device under test for a standard measurement, the general way ofhow to
connect them will be explained [to do so, fust the terms basic-, parameter- and
fixed-voltage will be introduced] :

- basic voltage : voltage that changes during every step - one step consists
ofthe measurement of all the connected ports ofthe
device under test - ofa measurement

- parameter voltage: this voltage can be used as a parameter: after the basic
voltage has gone through all its user specified values, the
parameter voltage is assigned its next - user specified 
value

- fixed voltage : this is a voltage that is held constant during the entire
measurement, and which can be connected to any input of
the device under test.

The current amplifier that has to impose the basic voltage - and measure the
basic current - has to be connected to the corresponding input ofthe device
under test, and to computer output port COM 1;
The current amplifier that has to impose the parameter voltage - and measure
the parameter current - has to be connected to the corresponding input ofthe
device under test, and to computer output port COM2;
The current amplifier that has to impose the fixed voltage - and measure the
"fixed"current has to be connected to the corresponding input ofthe device
under test and to computer output port COM4;
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- How to start the program

Go to the proper directory and type tbe following commands :
"vimeas" : to start a new measurement
"show" : to plot a measurement on screen and on plotter

• Questions that may be posed by tbe different programs

All questions that tbe program may pose, have a default answer. This default answer
is shown between 0 brackets at the end ofeach question. Ifa return is entered when
a question is posed, tbis default value will be taken to be the answer to the question.
Ifa question needs some further explanation, this is done by supplying information
between {} brackets. Some questions will not always be posed to tbe user. These
questions are shown using tbe following construction "[ *if'condition' ".

VIMEAS.C

Is this a stress measurement [ ]
Enter filename [ ]
{lbe extension ".dat" is always added to tbe name}
OTI-IER THAN MENTIONED MEASUREMENT
- I - DIODE - I - , Vd applied
- 2 - DIODE - 2 - , Vd and optional second voltage applied
- 3 - MOST - 1-, Id & Ig measured
- 4 - MOST - 2 - , Id,Ig & Th measured
- 5 - BIPOLAR
Enter choice [ ]
{ variabie ''meas_type" is determined }
Number ofcurrent amplifiers used (1,2,3) [ ]
li=l..n = ftVI, V2 = const.i, V3 = const.)");
{ here it is tried to make clear tbe tenns basic (VI),parameter(V2) and
fixed(V3) voltage }
[*ifmeasurement was ofthe type "- 0 - OTHER THAN MENTIONED"

Enter label for basic voltage VI []
Enter label for current 11 «5 chars) [ ]
Enter label for parameter voltage V2 [ ]
Enter label for current 12 «5 chars) []
Enter label for constant voltage V3 [ ]
Enter label for current 13 «5 chars) [ ]

{ labels will be used when a measurement is plotted on screen and plotter
}
] II end measurement was oftype 0
Current amplifier imposing ''Vbasic'' must be connected to coml
Enter minimum bias voltage ''Vbasic'' [mV] []
Enter maximum bias voltage ''Vbasic'' [mV] []
Enter stepsize (max 300 points) [mV] [ ]
[*if more than one current amplifier is used

Current amplifier imposing ''V parameter" must be conneeted to com2
Is this a measurement with a parameter ( [yIn] ) [ ]

[*ifnot a parameter measurement
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Enter biasvoltage ''V parameter" [mV] [ ]
[*ifparameter measurement

Enter minimum parameter voltage ''V parameter" [mV] []
Enter maximum parameter voltage ''V parameter" [mV] []
Enter stepsize par. volt. (max 100 points) [mV] [ ]

] II end parameter measurement
] II end more than one current amplifier used

Current amplifier imposing ''V fixed" must be connected to com4
Enter biasvoltage ''V fixed" [mV] []
[*ifit is a STRESS measurement

This concerns STRESS configuration ");
Number oftimes you wish to stress the device []
Timelength of stress configuration [sec] [ ]
Enter STRESS voltage for ''V basic" [mV] []
[*ifnumber ofcurrent amplifiers >= 2

Enter STRESS voltage for ''V parameter" [ ]
[*ifnumber of current amplifier = 3

Enter STRESS voltage for ''V fixed" [ ]
] II end number ofcurrent amplifiers

] II end stress
Enter maximum current [A] [ ]
Enter length ofpause between measurements [*1/18 s] []
{ Time that is waited by tbe computer to read new data from the
voltmeter after either the switch has changed its position or new voltages
have been applied to the device under test }
Enter temperature ofmeasurement [Celsius] []
Enter text you would like to have above the plot
[ ]
Are you satisfied with the values ofthe variables? [ ]

SCREEN.C
Enter filename [ ]
Are you satisfied with the chosen filename? [ ]
[*ifmeas_type = 1 or 2 I/diode

- 1 - plot data
- 2 - plot data + differential resistance + ideality factor
Enter choice [ ]

{ the user specifies if(s)be desires to see tbe ideality factor and
differential resistance}
[*ifmeas_type = 3 or 4 II MOS

- 1 - plot data
- 2 - plot data + differential resistance + gm=f(sqrt(Isat»
- 3 - plot data + differential resistance + gm=f{Vgs)
Enter choice [ ]

{ the user specifies which characteristic parameters (s)he wishes to see,
possibly none }

[*ifplotconfig >= 2)
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Enter Vds at which gm will be determined M []
{ drain-source voltage at which the transconductance will be determined
}

] // end plotconfig
[*if meas_type = 5 // bipolar transistor

- 1 - plot data
- 2 - plot data + beta (IclIb)
Enter choice [ ]

] // end meas_type
[*if vidata_type = 2 or 4

Plot curve offirst and last parameter value (0), or plot I out ofx
curves ofdifferent parameter values (x) [ ]

{ a measurement may have been performed using many different
parameter voltages~ sometimes it is not desired to see them all on screen~

here the user may specifY ''x'', where only one out of ''x'' measurement of
all the measurements with different parameter voltages will be plotted on
screen and on plotter~ special case: ''x'' = 0, which means that only the
measurements with the lowest and highest parameter voltage are plotted
}
] // end vidata_type
[*if vidata_type = 3 or 4

Plot first and last stress CUIVe (0), or plot I out ofx CUIVes
of different stress configurations (x) [ ]

{ this question is similar to that ofthe parameter voltage }
] // end vidata_type
Are you satisfied with the values ofthe variables? [ ]
Plot last plot on plotter? [ ]
{ this question will he posed each time a plot on the monitor screen is
shown }
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6. Conclusions

In this report both the I-V characteristics and noise ofPIN and NIP diodes h3ve been.
investigated. Furthermore a computer-controlled experimental set-up has been developed
to perform and present I-V measurements.

Both for the PIN and NIP diode, models bave been developed that describe the I-V
cbaracteristics. This modelling bas been directed by the experimental results. For both
diodes, the so-called Space Charge Limited Current effect has been observed. The
measurements oftbe NIP diodes showed an anomaly. This anomaly has not been
modelled. The effect was more pronounced for the diodes ofIC D697 than for tbe diodes
ofIC D545.

Also the low- and high-frequency noise have been investigated.
The white noise as predicted by the modeis, tbat describe the I-V characteristics oftbe
diodes, has been compared to tbe high frequency noise measurements. For low currents (
PIN 1<10-5 ,NIP 1<10-7

), measurements and models coincided. For high currents ( PIN
I> 10-5 ,NIP I>10-7

), probably due to the fact that the spectra were not yet flat at the
highest measured frequencies, models and measurements differed. The magnitude oftbe
high frequency noise current spectral density was ofthe order of2ql (deviation ofat tbe
most a factor 2 for PIN diodes for I < 1O-4A, a factor 1.25 for NIP diodes ).
For the low frequency noise, experimentally tbe following relations bave been found
between the current and tbe noise current spectral density :
PIN diodes

Currents < 10-8 A : SI(f) oc la 1.6 < a < 2.0

Currents> 10-7 A: SI(f) oc Ia 1.3 < a < IA
NIP diodes

Currents < 10-8 A : SI(f) oc Ia 1.7 < a < 1.8
The anomaly that was encountered with the NIP diodes, deformed tbe relation between
high currents and the noise current spectral density.

About the computer-controlled experimental set-up, it cao be remarked that the programs
tbat perform and present I-V measurements are flexible in two ways: they provide tbe
possibility to perform measurements device independently and tbe structure oftbe
programs is such that they cao he extended easily. Also the programs offers tbe possibility
to perform stress measurements, a unique feature for all software currently present at tbe
EV group.
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Appendix A:
Current-voltage relation of elementary diode circuits

In this appendix, a I-V relation will be derived for the following circuits:
• A diode whose ideality factor is equal to nl, in series with a diode whose ideality

factor equals n2
• A diode whose ideality factor is equal to nl, in parallel with a diode whose ideality

factor equals n2

In fig. A-I the circuits ofthe individual diodes have been depicted.

+ +

Fig. A - 1 : Circuits of the individual diodes

For these individual diodes, the following relations ho1d:

(A-l)

(A-2)
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• Two diodes in series

In fig. A-2 the circuit oftwo diodes in series is depicted. The ideality factor ofthe fust
diode is equal to nI, that ofthe second diode equals n2.

1 -

~nl
- 12

~
n2

)

+ VI -+ V 2

Fig. A - 2 : Circuit of two diodes in series

For this circuit the following I-V relation can be derived :

(A-3)

[use (A-3)]

(A-4)

Ifboth diodes are sufficiently fOIward biased, qV» nmaxkT and Dmax = max(DI,D2), the
following approximation can he made :
I + Is::::: I

This simplifies equation (A-4) as follows :
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qV

1-(1 n,/(n1+nJ I n)(n1+nJ)ekT(nl+nJ
- sI s2

qV

The last equatioo shows that ifhoth diodes are sufficiently forward hiased, the ideality
factors ofthe two diodes must he added.

-Two diodes in parallel

(A-5)

(A-6)

In fig. A-3 the circuit oftwo diodes in parallel has been depicted. The ideality factor ofthe
upper diode equals Ol. that ofthe lower diode equals 02

1

+ V 1=V=V2 -

Fig. A - 3 : Circuit of two diodes in parallel

For this circuit the following I-V relatioo cao he derived :

qV qV

I =I} + Iz =Isl(eDlkT -1) + Isz(eDzkT -I)

(A-7)

(A-8)
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The previous equatioo can be simplified in case of Dl = 2 and 02 = 1 :

qV qV
- -

1= 11+12 = Isl(e2kT -1) + I s2 (e kT -1)

Take

qV 2kT
e2kT =x <:::> V =-ln(x) and x> 0

q

Substitution in (A-9) bOOgs

(A-9)

(A-lO)

Because Isl,Is2 > 0 and x> 0, application ofthe previous equation to (A-l 0) yields only
one solution :

The dynamic resistance Ri ofthis relation is found by taking the derivative with
respect to I

(A-tl)
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= 2kT(-ISI +~ISI2 +4Is2 (1+lsl +IS2)J-1

•

q 21s2

.~(-ISI +JIsI
2

+4Is2 (1+lsl +I S2 )J
dl 21~

2kT 21s2 1 1( 1 J
=-q--lsl +JIsI

2 +4Is2 (1+lsl +ls2 ) 21s2 2" JISI
2 +4Is2 (1+lsl +ls2 ) •

• :I(ISI
2 +4Is2 (1+lsl +ls2 ))

4kT Is2 1 4kT Is2
- -q- (- I s1 + JY) JY = q y - I sI JY

with

(A-12)
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Appendix B:
Explanation of the variables and functions used in the programs

{ CONSTANTS USED BY THE PROGRAMS
MAXXIARRAY 300 : maximum number of points (or different voltages) in ONE vi-measurement
BUFFER1 Ox3fd: coml output status
BUFFER2 Ox2fd : com2 output status
BUFFER3 Ox2ed : com4 output status
OUT1 Ox3f8 : address of serial computer output port com1
OUT2 Ox2f8 : address of serial computer output port com2
OUT3 Ox2e8 : address of serial computer output port com4
MASK Ox20 : mask to pick out buffer empty bit
HP3456 11 : HP-IB address of hp-voltmeter
ABS(x) ( (x) < 0 ? (-x) : (x) ) : function that determines absolute value ofx
MAXCURRENT 0.004 : maximum current that may flow through a current amplifier
MAXMEASUREMENTS 15 : maximum number of measurements - for different sensitivity settings of a current

amplifier - to determine the output voltage of that current amplifier
SCREENXSIZE 500 : size in x-direction available for a plot on the monitor
SCREENXOFFSET 100: size ofthose x-co-ordinates ofthe monitor screen that will not be used to plot on
SCREENYSIZE 400 : size in y-direction available for a plot on the monitor
SCREENYOFFSET 30 : size ofthose y-co-ordinates ofthe monitor screen that will not be used to plot on
PLOITER 5: HP-IB address ofhp-plotter
PLOTTERXSIZE 13.0: defined size in x-direction of paper used by HP-plotter
PLOITERYSIZE 13.0: defined size in y-direction of paper used by HP-plotter
} II end of constants

{NOfATION
- "var1" will be used in phrases describing functions and variables, to indicate that we are dealing with the

variabIe that carries the name "varI"
- (var!) stands for the value ofthe variabie carrying the name "vari"

} /I end notation

{VARIABLES ALWAYS USED AS DUMMIES
counter int: used in for loops
dummy int
dummy[50) char
*dummy_str char
*dummyl_str char
*dummy2_str char
hcounter int: used in for loops
helpcounter int: used in for loops
·str char
x float: used to read data from a file
y float: used to read data from a file
} /I end of list of dummies

{VARIABLES ALWAYS USED IN THE SAME WAY
status int: contains status performed transmission between computer and hp-plotter or computer and

hp-voltmeter
} /I end of list of variables used in same way
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{fORMAT Of DATAFILE OF VI-MEASUREMENT

«(x,y)"c"n,(1 001.0, I001.0))"p,(1 002.0, 1002.0))"8

x : voltage data from file
y : current data from file
(fY'k: repeat fk times
c : numOOr of current amplifiers used whilst measuring device
n : numOOr of different basic voltages applied to the measured device
p : numOOr of different parameter voltages applied to the measured device
s : numOOr of different stress conditions applied to the measured device

} tt end of format of datafile of vi-measurement

SCREEN.C

• screen.main
{ VARIABLES USED IN MAIN BODY OF SCREEN
add_filename[20] char: name ofadd file
*add vimeas FILE: used to scan add vimeas data file- -
*car1_vimeas FILE: used to scan the file that contains the data of the flrst characteristic parameter
*car2_vimeas FILE: used to scan the file that contains the data of the second characteristic parameter
data_to--'plot [MAXX IARRAY] float: current data that has to 00 plotted is contained in this array
errorcode int: used to check the initialisation of graphics mode
filename[20] char : name of the datafile of the vi-measurement
gdriver int: used in the call for the initialisation of the graphics mode
gmode int: used in the call for the initialisation of the graphics mode
loglin [4] int: { Deterrnines whether the data on the different axes that are used to present the vi-measurement on

screen and plotter, is plotted linearly or logarithmicly
index: [OJ -> V-axis

[ij -> Ii{i=I,2,3}-axis
value : 0 -> linear axes

1 -> logarithmic axes
} It end loglin

loglin_car [4] int: { Determines whether the data from the characteristic parameters is plotted on screen and
plotter using a linear or a logarithmic scale. The indices are used, depending on
"meas_type", as follows :

- meas_type = I or 2
index: [OJ -> Vd

[I] -> differential resistance
[2] -> ideality factor

- meas_type = 3 or 4
index: [OJ -> Vd

[I] -> differential resistance
[2] -> transconduetance
[3] -> depends on the value of"plotconfig"

value { plotconfig: 2 -> sqrt(lgmax)
3 -> Vgs

} II end plotconfig
- meas_type = 5

index: [0] -> Vbe
[IJ -> OOta

value : 0 -> linear axis
I -> logarithrnic axis

} II end logIin_car
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maxmin [4][2] float {
index: [*][0] contains maximum data value ofthe whole datafile ofthe vi-measurement

[*][1] contains minimum data value ofthe whole datafile ofthe vi-measurement
[O]{*] -> V,axis
[i][*] -> Ii{i=1,2,J}-axis

} II end maxmin
maxmin_car [4][2] float

{ index: [*][0] contains maximum data value of the entire file of the vi-measurement or a characteristic
parameter

[*][1] contains minimum data value ofthe entire file ofthe vi-measurement or a characteristic
parameter

The second index ofthe array is usecl, depending on "meas_type", as follows :
- meas_type = 1 or 2

index: [0)[*] -> Vd
(1)[*]-> differential resistance
[2)[*] -> ideality factor

- meas_type = J or 4
index: [0)[*] -> Vd

[1][*] .> differential resistance
(2)[*] -> transconductance
[3][*] -> depends on the value of "plotconfig"

value { plotconfig : 2 .> sqrt(Igmax)
J -> Vgs

} I1 end plotconfig
- meas_type = 5

index: [0)[*] -> Vbe
[1)[*] -> OOta

} II end maxmin_car
meas_type int { value : 0 -> other than mentioned measurement

1 -> diode
2 -> diode with second connection
3 -> most
4 -> most with bulk connection
5 -> bipolar transistor

} II end meas_type
nr_oCcur_amps int: numOOr of current amplifiers used in vi-measurement
nr_of_car--'par int: numOOr of characteristic parameters
nr of meas int: numOOr of vi-measurements in datafile
nr_of--'par int: numOOr of different parameter voltages values used in vi-measurements.
nr_oCskipl00l int: Halfthe numOOr of 1001.0 markers skipped whilst scanning datafile
nr_of_skipl002 int: Halfthe numoor of 1002.0 markers skipped whilst scanning datafile
nr_oCstress int: numOOr of DIFFERENT stress conditions in which vi-measurements have been perforrned
one_outoCxpar int: of all the vi-measurements in the datafile performed with different parameter voltages, only

one out of (one_outoCxpar) wilt 00 plotted on screen and plotter
one_outoCxstress int: of all the vi-measurements in the datafile performed with different stress conditions, only

one out of (one_outoCxstress) will 00 plotted on screen and plotter
plotconfig int:
{ used to deterrnine which characteristic parameters wilt 00 plot - its value depends upon the value of

"meas_type"
-meas_type = 0

value: 1 -> plot data of vi-measurement
-meas_type = 1,2

value: 1 -> plot data ofvi-measurement
2 -> plot data of vi-measurement + differential resistance

+ ideality factor
-meas_type = 3,4

value; 1 -> plot data ofvi-measurement
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2 -> plot data of vi-measurement + differential resistance
+ transconductance gm=f(sqrt(lsat»

3 -> plot data of vi-measurement + differential resistance
+ transconductance gm=f(Vgs)

-meas_type = 5
value: 1 -> plot data ofvi-measurement

2 -> plot data ofvi-measurement + OOta (IcIIb)
} II end plotconfig

*plotter_file FILE: used to scan the file "plotter.thn"
scaleparts [4] int {nurnoor of scaleparts in plot of

index: [0] -> V
[i] -> Ii{i=I,2,3}

concerns datafile ofvi-measurement
} II end scaleparts

scaleparts_car [4] int { numOOr of scaleparts in plot of data ofvi- its value depends upon the value of
"meas_type"
- meas_type = 1 or 2

index: [0] -> Vd
[1] -> differential resistance
[2] -> ideality factor

- meas_type = 3 or 4
index: [0] -> Vd

[1] -> differential resistance
[2] -> transconductance
[3] -> depends on the value of "plotconfig"

value { plotconfig : 2 -> sqrt(lgmax)
3 -> Vgs

} II end plotconfig
- meas_type = 5

index : [0] -> Vbe
[1] -> OOta

value : 0 -> linear axis
1 -> logarithmic axis

} II end scaleparts_car
temperature float: temperature in degrees Celsius
vds_trans-'pointer int: value equals index of "x ldata[] " which corresponds to (vds_trans)
vds_trans float: voltage at which transconductance gm will 00 determined
vidata_type int:

{ specifies format of datafile ofvi-measurement
value: 1 -> vi-measurement, no parameter voltage, no stress applied

2 -> vi-measurements, parameter voltage, no stress applied
3 -> vi-measurements, no parameter voltage, stress applied
4 -> vi-measurements, parameter voltage, stress applied

} II end vidata_type
*vimeas FILE: used to scan datafile of vi-measurement
x1data [MAXXIARRAY] float: voltage-data from vi-measurement, therefore the same for all vi-measurements

within one datafile
x2data [MAXPAR] float: contains the values ofthe parameter voltages used for the vi-measurements. Size may

equall.
yldata[MAXXIARRAY] float: current data ofvi-measurement, corresponding to the basic voltage
y2data[MAXX1ARRAY] float: current data of vi-measurement, corresponding to the parameter voltage
y3data[MAXX 1ARRAY] float: current data of vi-measurement, corresponding to the fixed voltage
} II end screen main
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• void file_in_array(FILE *vimeas,float x_data[MAXXIARRAY], float y_data[MAXXIARRAY])
{
RETURNED
x_data[], Lcla~[]

From the current position ofthe scanner, the file carrying the name "*vimeas" is scanned until the markers lOOI
are encountered and the data is put in the arrays "x_data[]" and "Ldata[]"
}

• void no_file_open(char *filename)
{
Message displayed and program aborted if the file "*filename" could not be opened for writing or reading
}

• int getyesno() : see utilfunc.c
• int getintO : see utilfunc.c
• float getfloatO : see utilfunc.c

• void read_add_file(char *addJilename,int *nr_oCcur_amps,int *meas_type, *temperature)
{
RETURNED
nr_oCcur_amps, meas_type, temperature

INTERNAL
*add_vimeas FILE: used to scan file "*add_filename"

The returned parameters are read from the file "*add_filename"
}

• int det_data_type (char *filename,int *nr_oCmeas,int *nr_oCstress)
{
RETURNED
nr_oCmeas, nr_oCstress
INT

INTERNAL
countlOOI int: 0.5*number of lOOI markers in datafile
countl002 int: 0.5*numberof 1002 markers in datafile
vidata_type int: see screen-mainO
*vimeas FILE: used to scan datafile of vi-measurement
}

• void det_xlx2data(float xldata[MAXXIARRAY],float x2data[100],int vidata_type, char *filename,
int nr_oCcur_amps)

{
RETURNED
xIdata[], x2dataD

INTERNAL
datacount int: number ofdata units (x,y)"'c scanned from file so far - see screen.c {FILES} for (x,y)"'c
*vimeas FILE: used to scan datafile of vi-measurement
}

• void deUoglin(int loglin[4],int nr_oCcur_amps,int meas_type, char *add_filename)
{
RETURNED
loglin[]

INTERNAL
*add_vimeas FILE: used to scan file "*add_filename"
*label_str[6] char : labels given to appliedlmeasured voltagesleurrents - see vimeas(menu)
}
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• void det_maxmin(float maxmin[4][2],int loglin[4],int nr_of_cur_amps, char *filename)
{
RETURNED
maxmin[][]

INTERNAL
*vimeas FILE: used to scan datafile of vi-measurement

The elements of "maxmin[][]" are determined from all data that is present in the file "*filename". In case ofa
linear axis, the maximum and minimum ofthe corresponding data will be determined. In case ofa logarithrnic
axis, the 10i0g ofthe absolute value ofthe corresponding data will be plot. For a logarithmic axis therefore, the
maximum and minimum of the absolute value of all corresponding data will be deterrnined
}

• void det_maxmin_array(float data[MAXXIARRAY],float *max,float *min,int loglin)
{
RETURNED
max, min

"max" and "min" are determined from the data in "dataD".
For a logarithmic axis, the 1Olog of the absolute value of the corresponding data will be plot. For a logarithmic axis
therefore, the maximum and minimum of the absolute value of all corresponding data will be determined
}

• void adjustmaxrnin(float maxmin[4][2],int loglin[4],int nr_oCcur_amps, int scaleparts[4])
{
CALLED
deUogaxisO, det_axisO

RETURNED
maxmin[][]

INTERNAL
max_fin float: adjusted maximum value, output from det(log)axisO
min_fin float: adjusted minimum value, output from det(log)axisO
scale-parts int: number of scaleparts assigned by det(log)axisO

The values ofthe elements of "maxmin[][]" are modified in such a way, that they can be used as maximum values
and minimum values ofthe axes ofthe plots on screen and on plotter
}

• void datascan13(float yldata[MAXXIARRAY],float y2data[MAXXIARRAY], float y3data[MAXXIARRAY],
int one_outof_xstress, FILE *vimeas,int nr_oCcur_amps)

{
RETURNED
yldata[MAXXIARRAY], y2data[MAXXIARRAY], y3data[MAXXIARRAY]

INTERNAL
countl 002 int: Half the number of 1002.0 markers scanned from file so far
datacount int: number of data units (x,y)"c scanned from file so far - see screen{FILES} for (x,y)"c

From the current position ofthe scanner ofthe file "*vimeas", data sequence (x,y)"c"n - see screen{FILES} - is
scanned and put in
c = 1 : "yldata[]",

2 : "yldata[]","y2data[]",
3 : "yldata[]","y2data[]","y3data[]"

After that, the data sequence (x,y)"c"n is skipped (one_outoCxstress)-l times in the file "*vimeas"
}
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• void skipdatalOOZ(int nr_oCskips,FILE *vimeas)
{
INTERNAL
countl002 int: Halfthe number Qf }002.0 markers scanned from file so far

From the current position ofthe scanner, the file "*vimeas" is scanned untiJ the marker 100Z.0 has been
encountered (nr_oCskips)*Z times
}

• void datascan24(float data_to-!,lot[MAXXIARRAY],FILE *vimeas, int nr_of_cur_amps,int cur_amp,
int one_outoCxpar)

{
RETURNED
data_to-!,lot[MAXXIARRAY]

INTERNAL
countlOOI int: Halfthe number of 1001.0 markers scanned from file so far
datacount int: number of data units (x,y)"'c scanned from file so far • see screen{FILES} for (x,y)"'c

From the current position ofthe scanner ofthe file "*vimeas", data sequence (x,y)"(cur_amp)"'n - see
screen{FILES} - is scanned and put in "data_to-!,Iot[]". After that, the datasequence (x,y)"'cl\n is skipped
(one_outoCxpar)-1 times in the file "*vimeas"
}

• void plotdata(float x_data[MAXXIARRAY],float y_data[MAXXIARRAY], int loglin[4],float maxmin[4][Z],
int cur_amp,int x_choice)

{
CALLED
IineO [Borlandc graphics library]

INTERNAL
xplot int : "x_val" translated to the monitor screen
xplotold int: previous value of "xplot"
x_val float: voltage read from "x_data array[]"
yplot int: "y_val" translated to the monitor screen
yplotold int: previous value of "yplot"
y_val float: current - related to "x_val" - read from "y_data[]"

Plots on monitor screen "y_data[]" as a function of "x_data[]". "x_choice" and "cur_amp" are used as index for
"Ioglin[]" and "maxmin[]" and correspond to the x- and y-co-ordinate respectively.
}

• void plotedgel(float maxmin[Z][4],int cur_amp,int scaleparts[4], char *add_filename,int loglin[4],int V_or_X)
{
CALLED
getcolorO,line(),linereI0,moveto(),outtextxyO,settcolorO [Borlandc graphics library]

INTERNAL
*add_vimeas FILE: used to scan the file "*add_filename"
minsx int: SCREENXOFFSET : see list of constants
minsy int: SCREENYOFFSET : see list of constants
prev_color int: stores colour used for plotting on monitor screen at the beginning of the procedure
sizex int: SCREENXSIZE : see list of constants
sizey int: SCREENYSIZE : see list of constants
*textl char: store for various labels and values to be plotted on axes
*textZ char : store for various labels and values to be plotted on axes
x_val float: values of x-co-ordinates at which marking line is placed on lower x-axis
y_val float: values of y-co-ordinates at which marking line is placed on left y-axis

Plots on monitor screen: - edge of plot
- marking lines for (Iower) x- and (Ieft) y-axis
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- maximum and minimum values for (Iower) x- and (left) y-axis
- labels for (lower) x- and (left) y-axis

V_or_X { value : 0 -> resistance marker plot on (left) y-axis (R-I-plot)
1 -> current marker plot on (Ieft) y-axis (1-V-plot)

} /I end V or X

• void plotedge2(char *add_filename,float x2data[MAXPAR],int one_outoCxpar, int nr_of--'par,
int nr_oCcur_amps,int nr_oCskiplO02,int nr_oCstress,float vds_trans,int meas_type,
int difR.--'plot,float igmax)

{
CALLED
outtextxyO [Borlandc graphics library]

JNTERNAL
*add_vimeas FILE: used to scan file "*add_filename"
minsx int: SCREENXOFFSET : see list of constants
minsy int: SCREENYOFFSET : see list of constants
*par_volt_label char: contains label given to the parameter voltage
sizex int: SCREENXSIZE : see list of constants
sizey int: SCREENYSIZE : see list of constants
stress_timelength int: length of imposition of each stress configuration
*text char : store for various labels and values to he plotted on axes

Plots on monitor screen if relevant:
- information about parameter voltage
- information about the stress configuration
- the value ofVds at which gm was determined
- igrnax

}

• void plot_char_upx(float max,float min,int nr_of_scaleparts,int plotconfig)
{
CALLED
IineO,outtextxyO [Borlandc graphics library]

INTERNAL
minsx int: SCREENXOFFSET : see list of constants
minsy int: SCREENYOFFSET : see list of constants
sizex int: SCREENXSIZE : see list of constants
sizey int: SCREENYSIZE : see list of constants
*text2 char : store for various values to he plotted on screen
*text1 char : store for various values to he plotted on screen
x_val float: values ofx-co-ordinates at which marking lines are plotted on upper x-axis

Plots on monitor screen if relevant:
- marking lines for upper x-axis
- maximum and minimum for upper x-axis
- label for upper x-axis

}

• void plot_charedge(int meas_type,float max,float min,int nr_otscaleparts)
{
CALLED
line(),outtextxyO [Borlandc graphics library]

JNTERNAL
minsx int: SCREENXOFFSET : see list of constants
minsy int: SCREENYOFFSET : see list of constants
sizex int: SCREENXSIZE : see list of constants
sizey int: SCREENYSIZE : see list of constants
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*textl char: stores various labels and values to be printed on axes
*text2 char : stores various labels and values to be printed on axes
Lval float: values ofy-co-ordinates at which marking line is placed on right y-axis

Plots on monitor screen: - edge of plot
- marking lines for right y-axis
- maximum ("max" or standard value) and minimum
("min" or standard value) for right y-axis
NarE: if"meas_type" equals I or 2 and
"plotconfig" equals 2 then right y-axis is
split into two halves

- label(s) for right y-axis

• void plotcharac(int loglin_car[4],float maxmin_car[4][2],int meas_type, int plotconfig,int scalepàrts_car[4],
char *add_filename,int nr_of-par,int one_outoCxpar,FILE *carl_vimeas,FILE *car2_vimeas,
float x2data[MAXPAR],int nr_oCcur_amps,int nr_oCskipI002,int nr_oCstress,
float vds_trans)

{

CALLED
file_in_arrayO,plotdataO,plotedgeO,plot_charedgeO [screen.c]

INTERNAL
char_data[MAXX 1ARRAY] float: contains the values of the characteristic parameter, determined at the

voltages specified in "x_data"
nr_oCskiplOOI int: Halfthe number of 1001.0 markers skipped whilst scanning datafile
x_data[MAXXIARRAY] float: contains the voltages at which the value ofthe characteristic parameter(s) is/are

determined

Function which directs the plotting of all information regarding the characteristic parameters on screen.
}

• void det_char-Par(char *fiIenarne,int meas_type,int nr_of-Par,int nr_oCstress, int one_outoCxpar,
int one_outof_xstress,int nr_oCcur_amps,float temperature,float xdata[MAXXIARRAY],
int vidata_type,int plotconfig,int vds_trans-POinter,float pardata[MAXPAR])

{
CALLED:
betaO,diCresistanceO,idealityjactorO [charac.c]
no_file_openO,datascan130,datascan24() [screen.c]

INTERNAL
*beta_fiIename char : "beta.car"
*beta_vimeas FILE: used to write calculated values ofbeta in file
*difR_fiIename char : "difR.car"
*difR_vimeas FILE: used to write calculated values of the differential resistance in file
gmslope float: value of transconductance at a particular point
*idea_filename char : "idea.car"
*idea_vimeas FILE: used to write calculated values of the ideality factor in file
nr_oCskiplO01 int: Halfthe number of 1001.0 markers skipped whilst scanning datafile
nr_oCskip1002 int: Half the number of 1002.0 markers skipped whilst scanning datafile
*tran_filename char : name of file containing transconductance data
*tran_vimeas FILE: used to write calculated values of the transconductance in file
ydataold float: Stores previous value of current; transconductance can only be determined if the previous value

ofthe current is known.
yldata[MAXXIARRAY] float: current data ofvi-measurement, corresponding to the basic voltage
y2data[MAXXIARRAY] float: current data ofvi-measurement, corresponding to the parameter voltage
y3data[MAXXIARRAY] float: current data ofvi-measurement, corresponding to the fixed voltage
*vimeas FILE : used to scan datafile of vi-measurement
voltstep-par float: difference of voltage between two consecutive values ofthe parameter voltage
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Determines the datafiles of the characteristic parameters using the file of the vi-measurement. If "nr_ofyar"
equals 1, "voltstepyar" will equal O. To prevent division by zero special arrangements have to be taken.
"pardata[]" contains the Values ofthe parameter voltage. In case "meas_type" equals 3 or 4 and "plotconfig" equals
3 this parameter voltage will be the x-data in the file "tran.car".
}

• void subdetmaxmin(float *max,float *min,char *filename,int loglin)
{
RETURNED
max,min

INTERNAL
*car_vimeas FILE: used to scan file containing data of characteristic parameter

The variables "max" and "min" will be determined depending on the value of "IogIin" as follows
loglin { value: 0 -> maximum - "max" - and minimum - "min" - of all the characteristic parameter data in the

characteristic parameter file carrying the name "*filename"
1 -> maximum - "max" - and minimum - "min" - ofthe absolute value of all the characteristic

parameter data in the characteristic parameter file carrying the name "*filename"
} II end loglin

}

• void subdetmaxminx(float *max,float *min,char *filename,int loglin)
{
RETURNED
max, min

INTERNAL
*car_vimeas FILE: used to scan file containing data of characteristic parameter

The variables "max" and "min" will be determined depending on the value of "IogIin" as follows
loglin {value: 0 -> maximum - "max" - and minimum - "min" - of all the voltage data in the characteristic

parameter file carrying the name "*filename"
I -> maximum - "max" - and minimum - "min" - ofthe absolute value of all the voltage data in the

characteristic parameter file carrying the name "*filename"
} II end loglin

}

• void det_char_maxmin(int meas_type,float maxmin_car[4][2],int loglin_car[4], int *nr_oCcaryar,
int plotconfig, float x2data[MAXPAR],int nr_ofyar)

{
CALLED
subdetmaxminxO,subdetmaxminO [screen.c]

RETURNED
maxmin_carU, loglin_carU, nr_oCcaryar

INTERNAL
max float : stores temporarily value of maximum values to be determined
min float: stores temporarily value of minimum values to be determined

The elements of "maxmin_carn []" are determined from all data that is present in the files containing the data of
the characteristic parameters that have been selected to be plotted. In case of a linear axis, the maximum and
minimum of the corresponding data will be determined. In case of a logarithrnic axis, the 1000g of the absolute
value ofthe corresponding data will be plot. For a logarithmic axis therefore, the maximum and minimum ofthe
absolute value of all corresponding data will be determined
}
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• int det_vds-"pointer(float vds_trans,float xldata[MAXXIARRAY])
{
RETURNED
INT
}

• void plot_configuration(int vidata_type,int meas_type,int *plotconfig, int *one_outoCxstress,
int *one_outoCxpar,int *nr_o(par,int Of_oCmeas,int Of_oCstress, float *vds_trans )

{
CALLED
getintO, getfloatO, getyesno() [screen.c)

RETURNED
Of_ofyar, one_outoCxpar, one_outoCxstress,plotconfig, vds_trans

INTERNAL
satisfied int { value : 0 -> user is not satisfied with bis input

1 -> user is satisfied with bis input
} tt end satisfied

*satisfied_str *char : to provide an user friendly answering tooi for a binary question
}

• void plotter_choosen(FILE *plotter_file)
{
CALLED
gotoxyO [Borlandc graphics library)

INTERNAL
plotter_choice int { value : 0 -> do not plot last shown curve on paper

1 -> plot last shown curve on paper
} ti end plotter_choice

"plotter_choice" written to file "plotter.fbn"
}

• void needed_data(char *add_filename,char *filename,int plotconfig, float vds_trans,int one_outoCxpar,
int one_outoCxstress,float igmax,int nr_ofyar,int nr_oCcaryar)

{
INTERNAL
*plotter_file FILE: used to scan the file "plotter.fhe"

All variables in the header ofthe fi.lOction are written - in that order - to the file "plotter.fhe". The program
plotter.c will use these variables
}

• void needed_arrays(int loglin[4],float maxmin[4][2),int scaleparts[4], int loglin_car[4],float maxrnin_car[4](2),
int scaleparts_car[4])

{
INTERNAL
*plotter_file FILE: used to scan the file "plotter.tht"

All variables in the header of the function are written - in that order - to the file "plotter.fht". The program plotter.c
will use these variables
}

PLOTfER.C

• void read_add_file() : see screen.c
• int det_datatypeO : see screen.c
• void det_xlx2data() : see screen.c
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• void datascan130 : see screen.c
• void skipdata10020: see screen.c

• void plotter_tota1(int one_outoCxpar,int cur_amp,FILE *vimeasac, int nr_oCcur_amps,
float ldata[MAXXIARRAYJ,float maxmin[4][2] ,int scaleparts[4],int loglin[4],
char *add_filename,int nr_of-par)

{
CALLED
datascan24(),plotterdata() [plotter.c]
outtextxyO [Borlandc graphics library]

INTERNAL
bugs_enforce_mel int: bugs enforced this redundant variabie, used to store "nr_oCskipIOOI"
bugs_enforce_me2 int: bugs enforced this redundant variabie, used to store "one_outof_xpar"
nr_oCskiplOOI int: Halfthe number of 1001.0 markers skipped whilst scanning datafile
yldata[MAXXIARRAYJ float: contains current data from vi-measurement

Plots data from the vi-measurement on plotter in case "vidata_type" equals 2 or 4.
}

• void needed_data(char *add_filename,char *filename,int *plotconfig, float *vds_trans,int *one_outof_xpar,
int *one_outoCxstress,float *igmax,int *nr_of-par,int *nr_oCcar-PaT)

{
RETURNED
*add_filename, *filename, plotconfig,vds_trans,one_outoCxpar, one_outoCxstress, igmax, nr_of-par
nr_of_car-par

JNTERNAL
*plotter_file FILE: used to scan the file "plotter.fhe"

All variables in the header ofthe function are read - in that order - from the file "plotter.fhe". This file was created
in screen.c
}

• void needed_arrays(int logIin[4],float maxmin[4][2],int scaleparts[4],int logIin_car[4],float maxmin_car[4][2],
int scaleparts_car[4])

{
RETURNED
logIinD, maxmin[], scaleparts[], logIin_car[], maxmin_car[], scaleparts[]

JNTERNAL
*plotter_file FILE: used to scan the file "plotter.fht"

All variables in the header ofthe function are read - in that order - from the file "plotter.fht". This file was created
in screen.c

• void paper_change(int plotter_choice)
{
Ifa new plot will be printed on plotter - if "plotter_choice" equals 1 - a message telling to change the paper of the
plotter will be displayed on the monitor screen
}

• plotyesorno() : see utilfunc.c
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CHARAC.C

• void diCresistance(float voltage[MAXXIARRAY],float current [MAXXIARRAY],FILE *ditR_vimeas)
{
JNTERNAL
dif_resistance float: value ofthe differential resistance

The differential resistance is determined from the voltage data contained in "voltageO" and the current data
contained in "current[]". The computed values of the differential resistance are written to the file "ditR.car",
which is created by tbis function
}

• void idealityJactor(float voltage[MAXXIARRAY],float current[MAXXIARRAY],float temperature,
FILE *idea_vimeas)

{
JNTERNAL
dvdi float: value of differential resistance
ideality_data[MAXXIARRAY] float: array containing absolute value ofthe ideality factor data
ne~count int: numOOr of negative voltages for which the ideality factor is determined
ne~counUd int: numOOr of idealityJactor values • determined for a negative voltage - with a value typical for a

forward PN junction
pos int { value : 0 .> ideality factor must 00 plot for negative voltages

1 -> ideality factor must 00 plot for positive voltages
} II end pos

pos_count int: numOOr ofpositive or zero voltages for which the ideality factor is determined
pos_counUd int: numOOr of idealityJactor values - determined for a positive voltage - with a value typical for a

forward PN junction

"Voltage[]" contains all the voltage data Vd ofthe vi-measurement. The file "idea.car", which is created by this
function, wiJl contain only those computed values of the ideality factor for which the corresponding voltage Vd
over the +PN- junction exceeded O.OgV. The function takes into account the two possible ways of connecting a
diode (+PN- or +NP-)
}

• void OOta(float xdata[MAXXIARRAY],float yldata[MAXXIARRAY],float y2data[MAXXIARRAY],
Fll..E *OOta_vimeas)

{
The file "OOta.car" is created, which contains OOta (Ic/lb) as a function ofthe voltage Vbe, which is contained in
"xdataD". "yldataD" contains the data ofthe base current Ib, "y2dataD" contains the data ofthe collector current Ic
}

PLOTTING.C

• void no_fiIe_openO : see screen.c

• void chck--'plot_st(int status)
{
Plots error message on the monitor screen if the transmission OOtween the computer and the plotter was not
succesful
}
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• void adjustxyplotter(float x_val,float y_val,float *xplot,float *yplot)
{
RETURNED
xplot,yplot

JNTERNAL
plotterxoffset float: x-axis offset for plot - nonnal orientation
plotteryoffset float: y-axis offset for plot - nonnal orientation

The co-ordinates ((X_val),(Lval» - normal orientation ofx,y-axes - are translated to the plotter co-ordinates
((xplot),(yplot). The size of paper equals (pLaITERXSIZE,PLaITERYSIZE) - see list of constants -, the size of
the area where the voltages, currents and data of the characteristic parameters will be plot equals (10,10)
}

• void plotter_sub_x(int nr_of_scaleparts,float ybasis,int loglin)
{
CALLED
adjustxyplotter() [plotting.c]
send() [IEEE488 library]

JNTERNAL
x_val float: x-co-ordinate of starting point of marking Hne - normal orientation
xplot float: x-co-ordinate of starting point of marking line - plotter orientation
yplot float: y-co-ordinate of starting point of marking Hne - plotter orientation

Plots on plotter: marking Hnes on x-axis at y-co-ordinates "ybasis". Depending on the value of "loglin" the
marking Hnes will be plotted at logarithmic distance - (nr_oCscalparts)* lOt 1 marking Hnes - or linear distance
(nr_oCscaleparts}+1 marking Hnes
}

• void plotter_sub3(int nr_oCscaleparts,float xbasis,int loglin)
{
CALLED
adjustxyplotterO [plotting.c]
sendO [IEEE488 library]

JNTERNAL
y_val float: y-co-ordinate of starting point of marking Hne - normal orientation
xplot float: x-co-ordinate of starting point of marking Hne - plotter orientation
yplot float: y-co-ordinate of starting point of marking line - plotter orientation

Plots on plotter: marking Hnes on y-axis at x-co-ordinates "xbasis" . Depending on the value of "loglin" the
marking Hnes will be plotted at logarithmic distance - (nr_oCscalparts)*IOt1 marking Hnes - or Hnear distance
(nr_oCscaleparts}+ I marking Hnes
}

• void plotter_values_xaxis(int or_of_scaleparts,float max,float min,int loglin,float ybasis,int plotfloat)
{
CALLED
adjustxyplotterO [plotting.c]
send [IEEE488 Hbrary]

JNTERNAL
skip int: because of a lack of space in the x-direction, in some cases not all values are plot on the lower/upper

x-axis. This variabie contains number ofvalues to be skipped and depends on "scaleparts"
temp float: dummy
textxyplot float: values to be plot on axis
xplot float: x-co-ordinate of starting point of "textxyplot" - plotter co-ordinates
yplot float: y-co-ordinate of starting point of "textxyplot" - plotter co-ordinates

Plots on plotter: values on an x-axis (upper or lower) at y-co-ordinates "ybasis". The number ofvalues that are
plotted depends on "skip" and "scaleparts". Depending on the value of "Ioglin" a floating point or an exponential
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notation will he used for the values that are plotted. "max","min" are the maximum and minimum ofthe values to
he plot on the x-axis
}

• void plotter_valuesyaxis(int nr_oCscaleparts,float max,float min,int loglin,float xbasis)
{
CALLED
adjustxyplotterO [plotting.c]
sendO [IEEE488 library]

lNTERNAL
temp float: dummy
textxyplot float: values to he plot on axis
xplot float: x-co-ordinate of starting point of "textxyplot" - plotter co-ordinates
yplot float: y-co-ordinate of starting point of "textxyplot" - plotter co-ordinates

Plots on plotter: (nr_oCscaleparts)+1 values on an y-axis (left or right) at x-co-ordinates "xbasis". Depending on
the value of "loglin" a floating point or an exponential notation will he used for the values that are plotted.
"max","min" are the maximum and minimum ofthe values to he plot on the y-axis
}

• void plotteredge1(float maxmin[4][2],int loglin[4] ,int cur_amp,int scaleparts[4],char *add_filename,int V_or_X)
{
CALLED
adjustxyplotterO,chckylot_stO,plotter_sub_xO,plotter_subyO,plotter_values_xaxisO,
plotter_valuesyaxisO [plotting.c]
sendO [IEEE488 library]

INTERNAL
*add_vimeas FILE: used to scan add_vimeas data file
plotterxoffset float: x-axis offset for plot - normal orientation, size ofpaper equals

(pLOITERXSIZE,PLOITERYSIZE), size of area where data will he plotted equals
(10,10)

plotteryoffset float: y-axis offset for plot - normal orientation
temp float: dummy
textxplot float: contains various texts to he plotted
xplot float: x-co-ordinate of starting point of various plots - plotter co-ordinates
x_val float: x-co-ordinate of starting point of various plots - normal co-ordinates
yplot float: y-co-ordinate of starting point of various plots - plotter co-ordinates
y_val float: y-co-ordinate of starting point of various plots - normal co-ordinates

Plots on plotter: - edges of plot
- marking lines on x- and y-axis
- values on x- and y-axis
- labels on x- and y-axis

"cur_amp" is used as index to "10glin[]" I maxminO[]" and "scalepartsD"
V_or_X {value: 0 -> resistance marker plot on (left) y-axis (R-I-plot)

1 -> current marker plot on (left) y-axis (1-V-plot)
} II end V_or_X

}

• void plotteredge2(char *add_filename,float x2data[MAXPAR],int one_outoCxpar, int nr_ofyar,
int nr_oCcur_amps, int nr_oCskipI002, int nr_of_stress,float vds_trans,int meas_type,

int difRylot,float igmax)
{
CALLED
adjustxyplotterO [plotting.c]
sendO [IEEE488 library]

lNTERNAL
*add_vimeas FILE: used to scan file "*add_filename"
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*par_volt_label char : contains label given to the parameter voltage
sizex int: PL01TERXSIZE : see list of constants
stress_timelength int: length of imposition of each stress configuration

Plots on paper if relevant:
- information about parameter voltage
- information about the stress configuration
- the value ofVds at which gm was determined
- igmax

}

• void plot_char_upx(float max,float min,int nr_oCscaleparts,int plotconfig)
{
CALLED
plotter_values_xaxisO,adjustplotterxyO [plotting.c]
sendO [IEEE488 library]

INTERNAL
plotfloat int: value determines whether values on the upper x-axis have to be plotted using floating point or

exponential notation
*text char : store for various values to be plotted on paper
xplot float: x-co-ordinate of place where label of upper x-axis will be plotted - plotter co-ordinates
yplot float: y-co-ordinate of place where label of upper x-axis will be plotted - plotter co-ordinates

Plots on paper if relevant:
- marking lines for upper x-axis
- maximum and minimum for upper x-axis
- label for upper x-axis

}

• void plotterdata(float data[MAXXIDATA],float maxmin[4][2],int loglin[4], int cur_amp,
float x ldata[MAXXl ARRAY],int x_choice)

{
CALLED
adjustxyplotterO [plotting.c]
sendO [IEEE488 library]

INTERNAL
out_of_bound int { value : 0 -> point ofgraph within boundaries ofplot

I -> point ofgraph out ofboundaries of plot
} /I end out_oebound

xac float: x-co-ordinate of point on graph - normal co-ordinates
xplot float: x-co-ordinate of point on graph - plotter co-ordinates
x_val float: stores datafrom "xIdata0"
yac float: y-co-ordinate of point on graph - normal co-ordinates
yplot float: y-co-ordinate of point on graph - plotter co-ordinates
y_val float: stores data from "dataD"

Plots on paper "dataD" as a function of "x ldataD". "x_choice" and "cur_amp" are used as an index for "loglinO"
and "maxminD" and correspond to the x- and y-co-ordinate respectively.
}

• void plotter_charedge(int meas_type,float max,float min,int nr_of_scaleparts)
{
CALLED
adjustxyplotterO,plotter_sub""yü,plotter_values-yaxisO [plotting.c]
send() [IEEE488 library]

INTERNAL
textyplot float: contains values of characteristic parameter to be plotted on right y-axis
xplot float: x-co-ordinate of starting point ofvarious plots - plotter co-ordinates
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yplot float: y-co-ordinate of starting point of various plots - plotter co-ordinates

Plots on plotter - characteristic parameter marking lines on right y-axis
- values of charaeteristjç p~~eters on right y-axis

}

• void plottercharac(int loglin_car[4],float maxmin[4][2],int meas_type,int plotconfig, int sca1eparts[4],
char *add_fiIename,int nr_ofyar,int one_outof_xpar,FILE *carlac_vimeas,
FILE *car2ac_vimeas,float x2data[MAXPAR],int nr_oCcur_amps,int nr_oCskipl002,
int nr_oCstress,float vds_trans)

{
CALLED
file_in_arrayO,plotterdataQ,plotteredge1O,plotteredge20.plotter_charedge(),plotter_char_upxO [plotting.c]

INTERNAL
char_data[MAXX IARRAY] float: data ofy-co-ordinate ofcharacteristic parameter plottings
nr_of_skipIOOl int: Halfthe number of 1001.0 markers skipped whilst scanning "*carlac_vimeas"
x_data[MAXXIARRAY] float: data of x-co-ordinate of characteristic parameter plottings

Plots on paper the characteristic parameter curves.
}

SCALEAX.C

• void det_ldiLLnrscales(float number.int *firstdigit,int *ex~nent,int*nr_of_scaleparts)
{
RETURNED
firstdigit, exponent, nr_of_scaleparts

The first digit - "*firstdigit" - and corresponding exponent - "*exponent" - ofthe floating point number "number"
are determined. "number" is the maximum value to be plot at an axis afa particular plot, "*nr_oCscaleparts" is the
number of marking lines to be plot on that axis.
}

• void det_axis(float max,float min,float *maxonax,f1oat *minonax,int *tot_nr_oCscaleparts)
{
CALLED
det_ldiLLnrscalesO [scaleax.c]

RETURNED
maxonax,minonax,tot_nr_oCscaleparts

INTERNAL
change int: used to indicate whether the values of "max" and "min" were swapped
expo int: exponent ofa variabie
C dig int: first digit of a variabie
nr_oCscaleparts int: - in case (max) >= 0 and (min) < 0 - number ofmarking lines needed for the larger of

the two variables "max" and "min"
scales_nextax int: - in case (max) >= 0 and (min) < 0 - number of marking lines needed for the smaller ofthe two

variables "max." and "min"
temp float: dummy

This function uses "max" and "min", which represent the maximum and minimum value ofthe data ofa LINEAR
axis in a plot, to obtain values maximum and minimum values that cao be plotted on the axis ofthat plot
"maxonax" and "minonax" respectively. "tot_nr_oCscaleparts" is the number ofmarking lines used to subdivide
the axis
}
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• void deUogaxis(float max,float min,float *maxonax,float *minonax,int *tot_nr_of_scaleparts)
{
CALLED
det_ldiILnrscalesO [scaleax.cl

RETURNED
maxonax, minonax, tot_nr_oCscaleparts

JNTERNAL
maxJog int: exponent of "*maxonax"
min_log int: exponent of "*minonax"

This function uses "max" and "min", which represent the maximum and minimum value ofthe data ofa
LOGARITHMIC axis in a plot, to obtain values maximum and minimum values that can be plotted on the axis of
that plot - "maxonax" and "minonax" respectively. "tot_nr_oCscaleparts" is the number ofmarking lines used to
subdivide the axis
}

UTILFUNC.C

• void waitms(int lengthpause)
{
CALLED
ftimeO [Borlandc]

JNTERNAL
timeval struct timeb : structure that is needed by function ftimeO

This function creates a pause between (Iengthpause) and (Iengthpause}t1 eighteenth of a second
}

• void waitsec(int seconds_to_wait)
{
CALLED
ftimeO [Borlandc]

INTERNAL
timeval struct timeb : structure that is needed by function ftimeO
time_orig long: stores time at entering offunction

This function creates a pause between (seconds_to_wait) and seconds_to_wait}tl seconds
}

• float getfloat(float floatvalue)
{
RETURNED
FLOAT

Function is called when a floating point value has to be supplied by the user ofthe program. Ifthe user types
"ENTER", the value "floatvalue" will be retumed - a default value - , otherwise the user supplied floating
point value will be returned
}
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• int getint(int intvalue)
{
RETURNED
INT

Function is called when an integer value has to he supplied by the user ofthe program. Ifthe user types "ENTER",
the value "intvalue" will he returned· a default value - , otherwise the user supplied integer value will he returned
}

• int getyesno(int intvalue)
{
RETURNED
INT

Function is called when yes or no answer has to he supplied by the user ofthe program. Ifthe user types "ENTER",
the value "intvalue" will he returned - a default value • , otherwise the user supplied string is converted to an
integer value and then returned.
}

VIMEAS.C

{ GLOBAL VARlABLES OF VIMEAS MAIN
biasvolt[4] int: { contains the present value ofthe - :

index: [IJ -> basic voltage
[2] -> parameter voltage
[3J -> fixed voltage

} II end biasvolt
lengthpause int: length of pause [1/18 secJ between the changing of the sensitivity of the current amplifier and

the measuring ofthe device output-voltage by the hp-voltmeter
maxbiasvolt int: maximum value ofthe applied voltage [mV]
maxbiasvolt--'par int: maximum voltage ofthe applied parameter voltage [mV]
maxcurrent float: if current through the device exceeds (maxcurrent) the program is terminated - to proteet

current amplifiers; its value can not exceed the value ofthe constant MAXCURRENT
minbiasvolt int: minimum value ofthe applied voltage [mV]
minbiasvolt--.Paf int: minimum value ofthe applied parameter voltage [mV]
stressvolt[4J int: { contains the values ofthe stressvoltage to he applied to those current amplifiers that provide

the -
index: [IJ -> basic voltage

[2] -> parameter voltage
[3] -> fixed voltage

- whilst performing an vi-measurement
} /I end stressvolt

voltstep int: difference in voltage [mV] between two consecutively applied voltages
voltstep--.par int: difference in voltage [mV] between two consecutively applied parameter voltages
} /I end g10bal variables of vimeas main

• void main(void)
{ LOCAL VARlABLES VIMEAS MAIN
*add_fiIename char: name ofadd file
change_amp int : fixed at I. Is redundant
*filename char : name of datafile ofvi-measurement
incurrent[4J float: { present values of currents measured by the current amplifiers providing the

index: [1] -> basic voltage
[2] -> parameter voltage
[3] -> fixed voltage

} IJ end incurrent
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newincurrent[4] float: { predicted values ofthe currents that are going to be measured next by the current
amplifiers providing the -

index: [1] -> basic voltage
[2J -> parameter voltage
[3] -> fixed voltage

} II end newincurrent
nr_oCcur_amps int: number ofcurrent amplifiers used in vi-measurement
0Idincurrent[4] float: { values ofprevious currents measured by current amplifiers providing the

index: [1] -> basic voltage
[2] -> parameter voltage
[3] -> fixed voltage

} /I end oldincurrent
outvoltage[4] float: { contains the output voltages ofthe current amplifiers - measured by the hp_voltmeter

that providing the -
index: [1] -> basic voltage

[2J -> parameter voltage
[3J -> fixed voltage

} /I end outvoltage
sensit[4J float: { value of sensitivity of current amplifier applying the 

index: [IJ basic voltage
[2] parameter voltage
[3] fixed voltage

} /I end sensit
sensiUnt[4] int: { integer value of sensitivity that has to be sent by the computer to the current amplifier

applying the -
index: [1] basic voltage

[2] parameter voltage
[3J fixed voltage

- to adjust the sensitivity of that current amplifier
} /I end sensitjnt

stress_nr_oCtimes int: number of times that the stress configuration is applied
stress_timelength int: timelength [sec] ofimposition of stress configuration
*vimeas FILE: used to scan datafile ofvi-measurement
} 1/ end local variables vimeas main

• void rscornmand(char *rspcom,int addint,int devicenr)
{
INTERNAL
lengthcom int: length of the string to be sent to the current amplifier
*rshelpcom char : string to be sent to the current amplifier

"*Rspcom" and "addint" form a text that is sent to the current amplifier specified by "devicenr".
devicenr { value: 1 -> connected to computer output port our1

2 -> connected 10 computer output port Our2
3 -> connected to computer output port OUT3

} /I end devicenr
All instructions to apply a voltage between 0 and 9 mV wilI be changed to lOmV and between -9 and -1 mV will
be changed to -10mV. This is done because some troubles occurred when OmV was applied to the current
amplifiers
}

• void menu(int *nr_oCcur_amps,int *change amp,char *( *fiIename), char *(*add_fiIename),
int *stress_nr_oCtimes,int *stress_timelength)

{
CALLED
getfloat,getintO,getyesno() [utilfunc.c]

RETURNED
*add_fiIename, change_amp, *filename, nr_oCcur_amps, stress_or_oCtimes, stress_timelength
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INTERNAL
*add_vimeas FILE: used to scan file "*add_fiIename"
labell_str[20] char : label for basic voltage
1~1~_~tr[20] char: label for current corresponding to basic voltage
label3_str[20] char : label for parameter voltage
labeI4_str[20] char : label for current corresponding to parameter voltage
label5_str[20] char : label for fixed current
labeI6_str[20) char : label for current corresponding to fixed voltage
meas_type int { value : 0 -> other than mentioned measurement

1 -> standard diode
2 -> diode with extra connection
3 -> standard mos transistor
4 .> mos transistor with bulk connection
5 -> bipolar transistor

} II end meas_type
par_measurement int: { value : 0 -> parameter voltage is constant

1 -> parameter voltage changes
} II end par_measurement

*par_meas_str char : to provide an user friendly answering tooI for a binary question
satisfied int { value : 0 -> user is not satisfied with his inputs

1 -> user is satisfied with his inputs
} II end satisfied

*satisfied_str char : to provide an user friendly answering tooI for a binary question
stress int { value : 0 -> no stress configuration

1 -> stress configuration
} II end stress

*stress_str char : to provide an user friendly answering tooI for a binary question
temperature float: temperature [Celsius]
text_aboveylot[40] char : text that will be plotted on screen and paper, which may contain relevant information

about the measurement but also irrevocable and utterly nonsensical tiny bits of
crappy poetry originating from the bewildered mind ofgone mad users

Besides returned variables, the file "*add_fiIename" is determined.
}

• void initrs232(float *sensit, int *sensit_int,int devicenr )
{
CALLED
rscommandO [vimeas.c)

RETURNED
sensit, setsiUnt

Initialisation ofthe connection between the computer and the rs232 current amplifier specified by "devicenr". All
current amplifiers that will be used are reset. "Sensit" and "set_sensit" are given values that correspond to the
lowest possible sensitivity
}

• void initieee(void)
{
CALLED
initialize(),sendO [IEEE488 library]

Initialisation of the connection to the hp-voltmeter and reset of the hp-voltmeter
}

• void setsensit(float *temp_sensit,int *temp_sensiUnt)
{
RETURNED
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temp_sensit, temp_sensit_int
INTERNAL
counter long: dummy

The value ofthe variabie "temp_sensiUnt" is modified in such a way, that they it can be used in a call to the
function rscommandO "temp_sensit" is the value ofthe sensitivity corresponding to "temp_sensit_int"
}

• void sensitivity(float *sensit,int *sensicint,float *outvoltage,int devicenr)
{
CALLED
rscommandO,setsensitO,waitmsO [vimeas.c]
sendO [IEEE488 library)

RETURNED
sensit, sensit_int, outvoltage

INTERNAL
factor float: the present sensitivity of the current amplifier multiplied by "factor" will produce an output voltage

ofthat current amplifier equal to 0.4 V
hpdata[40] char : string containing voltage measured by hp-voltmeter
lengte int: dummy
nr_of_measurements int: number of tries to obtain a current amplifier output-voltage complying with the

demands ofthe program. will not exceed MAXMEASUREMENTS (constant)
temp_sensit float: dummy
temp_sensiUnt int: dummy

The voltage output - "*outvoltage" - ofthe current amplifier specified by "devicenr", which has been measured by
the hp-voltmeter, is determined together with the corresponding sensitivity ofthe current amplifier specified by
"sensit" and "sensit int"
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